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Legislators: session running smooth so far

Actress shows a bit of celebrity
can go a long way in Frankfort
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) — To say that television actress Victoria
Principal visited the General Assembly last week is to say that Sherman visited Atlanta.
Fier one-day lobbying blitz Thursday in support of legislation for
Medicaid coverage of anti-arthritis medication bordered on a
bloodless coup. And it showed that celebrity is a valuable property.
The erstwhile "Dallas" star commanded more attention in the
Capitol than a presidential candidate, which may be understandable.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Legislative leaders say the first
half of the General Assembly session has progressed smoothly, but
the real action will start when
lawmakers take up the state
budget.
"I think we've had a good
smooth first half of the General
Assembly," said House Speaker
Don Blandford, D-Philpot. "Of

course we've got the toughest to
go."
The tough part — action on the
budget — could begin by the end of
this week, Blandford said. The
House Democrats are expected to
meet late this week or early next
week to consider how to proceed
on the budget, he added.
Rep. Joe Clarke, the chairman
of the House Appropriations and

1988
Kentucky
General
Assembly

Revenue Committee, is expected
to present his subcommittees'
reports on how the budget would
look without Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's proposals to transfer money
from the Road Fund and some
agency funds and reduce the state
appropriation to various retirement programs.
(Coned on page 2)

An AP News Analysis
Presidential candidates are more common these days, and the advance work for Miss Principal's first visit to Kentucky would have
done a candidate's campaign proud.
Her impending visit was announced in legislative committee
meetings the week before and there was an announcement in the
Senate on Wednesday of "photo opportunities." That meant senators
wanting keepsake snapshots would have a chance to pose with Miss
Principal.
Legislators treated her to breakfast at the Capitol on Thursday
morning. Then came a private meeting in House Speaker Don Blandford's office with House leaders.
Later, there was reserved seating — and a standing-room crowd —
in the room where the auburn-haired actress was to testify to the
Senate State Government Committee, which met jointly for the occasion with the Senate Health and Welfare Committee.
The State Government Committee rarely draws a crowd for
anything. The chairman, Sen. Ed Ford of Cynthiana, was even moved
to note only half-jokingly that he sometimes ha0 trouble keeping a
quorum.
But Ford had perfect attendance Thursday, a rapt audience and a
phalanx of photographers and TV photographers. Later, Miss Principal addressed the House and Senate. Before, during and after,
legislators followed her like schoolboys.
Miss Principal was unfailingly gracious but determined to stick to
business. As spokesman for the National Arthritis Foundation,
business meant passage of legislation to make a very expensive class
of non-steroidal, anti-inflammatory drugs automatically reimbursable by Medicaid.
Physicians currently are required to get approval from the Cabinet
for Human Resources before prescribing the drugs.
As luck would have it, at the very moment Miss Principal settled
into her seat before the Senate committee, the cabinet announced the
policy was being changed to have the drugs automatisally covered by
Medicaid as of March 1.
In fact, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson decided on the change the week
before, but didn't want to upstage the legislature and the actress.

A new queen is crowned

Higdon, Curd
keep citizens
informed with
open forums
By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer
State .Sen. Greg Higdon IDFancy Farm ) and State 'Rep.
Freed Curd ID-Murray I held the
second of four scheduled public
forums Saturday to keep local
citizens abreast of the actions of
the General Assembly in
Frankfort. The meeting was held
at the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Area citizens quizzed the two
politicians on various subjects,
vociferously expressing their opinions. Questions were raised on
everything from teachers' retirement to higher education.
Higher education seemed to
garner the most discussion. The
observation was made that officials at Murray State University
are not getting their position on
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's proposed budget over to the public
properly.
MSU leaders have fervently opposed the budget saying it does not
provide enough money for increases in faculty and staff

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

(Cont'd on page 2)

MOSCOW — Secretary of State George P. Shultz quizzed Andrei D.
Sakharov about human rights, arms control and Soviet reforms after
a day in. which Shulti made "good progress" in wide-ranging talks
with the Soviet foreign minister.
JERUSALEM — Israeli soldiers shot and killed two Palestinians,
and army officials warned the visit of Secretary of State George P.
Shultz this week may lead to an escalation of violence in the occupied
territories.
BEIRUT,Lebanon — Shiite militiamen searching for a kidnapped
U.S. Marine clashed with Iranian-backed Hezbollah extremists who
later pounded Israel's self-designated security zone in south Lebanon
with mortars.
BATON ROUGE, Ls. — Television evangelist Jimmy Swaggart,
who temporarily stepped down from his pulpit amid reports of sexual
misconduct, showed "true humility" in confessing his sin to his family and his church, an official with the Assemblies of God said,
WASHLVGTON — Panama has spent hundreds of thousands of
dollars since 1985 hiring American lobbyists to champion the country's cause in Congress and improve its image in the United States.
records show.
WASHINGTON — The new Pentagon budget has reopened the bitter fight between Congress and the Reagan administration over the
MX nuclear missile and how to build America's future arsenal of
land-based atomic weapons.

Senior Tracy Banks, left, the
daughter of Jane and Craig
Banks; was crowned Calloway
County High School's Basketball Homecoming Queen
Saturday night during
ceremonies at the school. Pictured above is the queen and
her court. They are, from left:
Lisa Glassco, the daughter of
Lamar and Sharon Glassco;
DeAnn McCuiston, the
daughter of Janice McCuiston
and Keys McCuiston; Banks,
Angela Woods, the daughter of
Dennis and Carolyn Woods;
Melinda Butterworth, the
daughter of Peggy Butterworth and Pat Butterworth;
and Jennifer Geurin, the
daughter of Kenneth and
Peggy Geurin. The celebration
continued later that evening as
the Lakers downed Heath 48-41
to capture the Homecoming
victory. See the game story on
P202 8.
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Seminars for adult or nontraditional students interested in
exploring the bachelor of independent studies ( BIS I degree offered
by Murray State University will be
held on the Murray campus and at
Paducah Community College. according to Dr. Larry Moore, director of the program.
The first of three seminars
scheduled in 1988 will be held Friday and Saturday, April 8-9. The
two-day session will provide complete information about Murray
State's external degree program.
which is the first of its kind in
Kentucky.
Moore said seminar participants will be involved
discussions of alternative credit
opportunities such as contract
learning, correspondence courses,
television offerings, experiential
credit and challenge
examinations.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Forecast
Tonight, becoming mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers Low 35 to 40
Southwest wind becoming northwest 10 to 20 mph.
Tuesday, colder with a 40 percent chance of rain or rain mixed with snow in the morning
and decreasing clouds in the _
afternoon. High in the lower _.
408. Northwest wind 10 to 20
•
mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

Seminars on
1Vi-SU's BIS
degree set
for Paducah

355.5
355.5

Professionals, IRS,confused by new tax law
WASHINGTON (API — If
you're confused by the new federal
tax law, you're in good company.
Some tax professionals, including
those working for the Internal
Revenue Service, don't seem to
understand it much better.
A new General Accounting Office study to be released Tuesday
found that IRS employees whose
job is to take questions by
telephone are giving wrong

4

answers even more often than a
year ago. when their accuracy
rate was only 79 percent
Informal spot checks of tile 4,500
IRS "assistors" found that despite
a concentrated effort by the agency to educate its employees about
the new law, the changes enacted
in 1986 are so far-reaching that
one-third to one-half the answers
to specific questions are wrong
For example, the Wall Street

Journal posed an Individual
Retirement Account question to
five IRS offices; none got the right
answer. But then the certified
public accountants who dreamed
up the question came up with the
wrong answer, too.
Money magazine asked 50 professional tax

preparers to

calculate what a hypothetical
family owed in taxes. The results:
50 different answers, ranging from

$7,022 to $11.881
"The preparers are still uncertain about the nuances of the new
tax law," Money concluded in a
story in its March issue. "In cases
where the law itself is unclear, the
pros are making up rules of their
own that differ greatly.
Pro tax preparers, even the
most expensive ones, are not im((bnt'd on page !)
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Swaggart stepping down pending
investigation into sex scandal

Swaggart, 52, apologized to his a ministry with an income
BATON ROUGE, La. (API —
estimated at $142 million in 1986.
wife,
Frances, who was seated
Church leaders left the door open
Apologizing Sunday to his fellow
behind him.
for evangelist Jimmy Swaggart to
"God never gave a man a better television ministers, his voice
resume his TV ministry after he
dropped almost to a whisper as he
helpmate, a companion to stand
delivered a tearful confession of
beside him," he said. "I have sinn- said, "I have made your load
sin and stepped down from the
ed against you and I beg your heavier. I have hurt you."
pulpit.
ABC News reported last week
"I think he is a man of integrity. forgiveness."
After he finished, throngs of that another television evangelist.
I think he made a mistake. I don't
Marvin Gorman of New Orleans,
worshipers huddled around him
think it's a fatal mistake," Cecil
Janway, district superintendent of for more than 20 minutes, holding was believed to have provided
church officials photos linking
the 2 million-member Assemblies hands.
Ministry officials refused to Swaggart and a prostitute.
of God, said late Sunday.
Last March, Gorman charged in
Swaggart did not describe his comment on who would take
a
$90 million lawsuit that Swagfuture
the
on
Swaggart's
or
place
misconduct Sunday in his confession, which drew gasps and tears of his television program, which is gart had forced Gorman's
from his congregation. An taped at his regular Sunday ser- ministry into bankruptcy by unvice and distributed in more than justly accusing him of numerous
overflow crowd packed his
adulterous affairs.
7,500-seat family worship center 100 countries.
Gorman, who admitted to "an
'n'
rock
of
cousin
a
Swaggart,
after reports that church officials
had been given photographs pur- roll pioneer Jerry Lee Lewis and immoral act" with a woman in
porting to show Swaggart and a country singer Mickey Gilley, 1979, is appealing the dismissal of
known prostitute going into and combined his singing and piano his lawsuit by a judge who ruled it
playing with old-fashioned, fire- was a religious dispute that did not
out of a motel room.
The evangelist was expected to and-brimstone preaching to build belong in court.
meet this afternoon in Alexandria
State Sen. Greg Higdon (D-Fancy Farm), left, and State Rep. Freed Curd (D-Murray),far right, speak to a
the district presbytery, which
with
gathered audience at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. The legislators visited Murray
Janway said would report its finSaturday for a public forum on the actions of the General Assembly. Ruby Hale and Steve Andrus listen on in
dings privately to the general
the background.
council of the country's largest
Pentecostal denomination, in SprNursing Home in Mayfield, exaverage wage earner.
ingfield, Mo.
Curd said that he agrees that pressed their concerns to the
"He confessed to specific inThe Murray Independent School the program. Joan Minner and Jan
the
about
nurses
of
lack
itigislators
(Cont'd from page 1)
higher education needs more
of moral failure," Forest
cidents
Sergeant, the teachers who imwill be among those
District
state.
that
the
in
said
Beck
efforts
the
proposed
he
However,
money.
set
increases
salaries. In fact, the
of the
Hall,
H.
secretary-treasurer
plemented and developed the profeatured
programs
outstanding
need to be made to encourage
aside for higher education will question that since Murray State
Assemblies' Louisiana District,
will present the exhibit.
gram
Success"
Your
"Share
the
during
more
become
to
He
people
nurses.
formula
in
funded
percent
is 99
barely cover cost of living hikes.
told Swaggart's congregation. "In
The annual KSBA Conference
exhibit at the annual conference of
"The university has to get more funding, how can it have lower said he has openings for two RNs the opinion of the officers of the
will be attended by approximately
the Kentucky School Boards
salary levels than those univer- and four LPNs.
information to the man on the
Louisiana District, he has shown
1,000 school board members,
).
(KSBA
Association
The
budget
progovernor's
funded.
lower
are
that
sities
university
the
street about how
true humility and repentance and
The theme for this year's con- superintendents and other school
The Murray representative said posals are up for approval by the has not tried to blame anyone else
will be hurt by
departments
ference
is "Stand Up For What's administrators from throughout
Senate
Higdon
and
and
House
soon
succession
the
favors
he
that
the lack of funds in the budget,"
his
for
failure."
the state. National School Boards
In Our Schools," and
Outstanding
the senator said. "They need to admendment being proposed by and Curd said that more informaEleven months ago, Swaggart
Association President Jonathan
will
many
conference
the
highlight
the
be
after
will
tion
available
Wilkinson. The admendment
stay away from salaries and talk
fellow
scathingly
denounced
will be among the featured
Howe
underexemplary
the
of
programs
would give all governors the op- decision on the budget is made. Assemblies of God evangelist Jim
about departments." He said that
during the three-day conspeakers
Kentucky's
in
schools.
way
"hands
now,
their
Right
they say
portunity to be re-elected. Curd
his daughter is considering comBakker for committing adultery,
The "Share Your Success" ex- ference. Over 40 clinic sessions will
are
tied."
concern,
some
expressed
ing to Murray State and he wants
comparing him to a cancer that
hibits which were started last year, be offered on current educational
to know, as a parent, what kind of however, as to its chances of being
had to be excised.
issues with experts from
a popular portion of the conare
passed.
instruction she will get when she
Swaggart had also worked last
throughout the state. Murray's
offer
and
outstanon
ference
ideas
"I am in favor of the succession
gets there.
summer to develop an ethics code
Across The Curriculum"
ding
"Writing
by
programs
implemented
admendment and I think we (Cont'd from page 1)
"The university needs to toot its
for broadcast ministries to stem a
be the subject of one of
will
project
districts.
school
local
own horn," commented Curd. should have had it a long time
drop-off in donations caused by the
clinics. Kaye Warner and
me
these
will
Independent
Schools
through
Murray
Administered
ago," Curd said. "I don't know if it
"They need to concentrate on the
present an exhibit on Murray MidPeggy Shelton, coordinators of the
Center for Continuing Education sex and money scandal at the PTL
will pass. It would get more votes
programs."
project, and Doris Cella, chairperdle School's robotics program
innovative BIS degree ministry under Bakker' reign.
the
MSU,
at
if it did not involve the current
Higdon said that feature articles
Swaggart, tears streaming
son of the board of education, will
featuring a computer operated
program provide greater flexibiligovernor."
on different aspects of the univerdiscuss this program which focuses
milling machine. This program is
students whose profes- down his face, said Sunday he
Funding of the Kentucky ty for adult
sity should be written and publishwould step down from the pulpit
on teaching writing skills to
part of the industrial arts program
make
obligations
family
or
sional
ed. He urged the possible im- Teachers Retirement Fund was It difficult to complete a degree "for an undetermined, indeterstudents in all subject matter
at the middle school. Dan Blankendiscussed. Curd said that unless
plementation of a marketing or
areas. In addition others planning
ship, Industrial Arts teacher will
minate period of time. We will
schedule.
class
fixed
a
following
efforts are successful to gather
public relations program.
to attend from the Murray Indepenthe
of
the
Participants
hands
present
the
in
program.
that
leave
in
interested
persons
Moore said
more money for the KTRF, there
"I agree that the university
dent School system include board
at the conference will have the opseminar should con- Lord."
BIS
April
the
will not be any money in the future
needs a marketing program,"
members, Richard Crouch, Vernon
He said he was cooperating with
portunity to actually use the
tact the Center for Continuing
for retiring teachers.
commented Steve Zea, executive
Gantt, Tommy Rushing and Jon
machine just as the students do. A
in Sparks Hall the Assemblies' investigation that
Education
Lowell Beck, administrator of
vice president of the Chamber of
Weatherly; board attorney, Don
second exhibit will feature Murray
to obtain an admissions will determine his future as a
the West View Nursing Home in (762-1450)
Commerce. "There needs to be a
Overbey, Robert G. Jeffrey,
Elementary School's Language
minister.
enrollment
Seminar
application.
Murray; and Sam Gray, ad- is limited, and additional sessions
change in the public's perception
superintendent of schools, and
Enrichment Program for five-year
"I do not plan in any way -to
better
a
ministrator of the Green Acres
need
They
MSU.
of
assistant superintendent for inThis
feature
will
olds.
a
exhibit
sin
a
my
it
call
or
whitewash
will be offered in August and
marketing approach to the serstruction, Doralyn Lanier.
video showing the components of
mistake," he said. "I call it sin."
December, he added.
vices they offer." He added that it
A $25 fee is to be paid with each
is hard for someone to feel sorry
BIS admissions application subfor a faculty member who wants a (Cont'd from page 1)
mitted. Moore said that each perraise when he or she already
son enrolled in the seminar will
careless
making
from
mune
makes twice the money as the
mathematical mistakes," the receive an information package.
The BIS degree provides flexsaid.
report
slated
Paula Nelson
ibility in the way in which credit
Other professionals agree.
to discuss changing
may be earned and in reduced
"The simplest questions these
requirements. Its conresidency
amount
inordinate
an
require
days
employment patterns
include 12 semester
areas
tent
of research," said Janice M.
Paula Nelson, well-known finanJohnson, a tax partner with Seid- hours each of basic skills,
cial commentator an author, will
man and Seidman accountants in humanities, sciences and social
discuss changing U.S. employNew York. "We don't have the sciences and 30 hours in a "field of
ment patterns in a lecture Tues- guidance we need on the new law; study" to fit life circumstances
day. Feb. 23, as part of Career there Is not enough published in- and to focus on specific interests.
Awareness Day at Murray State
formation. We're basically telling
University.
our clients the risks they face if we
Her presentation, "Changing
take one approach and the risks
Economy: Impact of the Economy
with an alternative, and then they
(Cont'd from page 1)
on Jobs" will begin at 8:30 p.m. in
decide which way to go."
House Democrats had asked the
the Curris Center theater.
Taxpayers who in past years
committee to put together
budget
The author of several bestwere able to acquaint themselves
plan without those
spending
a
selling books, Miss Nelson has aptax
minor
with comparatively
measures.
peared as a financial expert on
changes and do their own returns
Clarke's conclusion — that
"Today," "The Mery Griffin
are unable to do that with the new
Show," "Donahue," "Good Mornlaw, said Al James Golato, a $166.5 million in cuts would be
needed from the $43.7 billion budget
ing, America" and other televiformer IRS public-affairs director
— is bound to spark concern
sion shows.
H&R
with
job
similar
a
who holds
members, Blandford said.
among
The lecture, which is free and
Block.
will have to consider
"We
by
open to the public, is sponsored
Although a thorough training
whether to seriously consider the
the University Center Board, stuprogram has made Block's 40,000
ways they have found to do it, to
Domino's Pizza of Murray, represented by manager, Kim Fry (center), presents certificates for 100 pizzas
dent organizations, the College of return preparers as ready to deal
acto
or
revenue,
increase
to
try
Dr. John Thompson (right), dean of the College of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State University,
to
profesany
Business and Public Affairs and
as
law
new
with the
cept the Wilkinson budget — I
and Donna Thomas, coordinator of the 1988 Partners Fund Phonothon. The pizzas will be served to student
the Office of Cooperative Educa- sional, he said, "people are going
think those are our three options,"
and faculty volunteers during the 10-day fundraiser, scheduled Feb. 21-March 3. Domino's is one of about 80
tion and Placement.
to make mistakes."
Blandford said.
area businesses supporting the event, sponsored by the College of Business and Public Affairs.
Wrangling over budget options
QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING
will likely continue the slowdown
of other legislation, Senate President Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose
Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special
said.
"Most of the major things tint
In addition to support from alum- Kentucky Fried Chicken.
happen in state government have
Student and faculty volunteers
Kroger, Lindsey's Jewelers,
ni, the phonothon also has the backto be done with money, so as such, from the College of Business and
this session is not going to move
Public Affairs at Murray State ing of more than 80 area businesses Long Run Audio, McDonald's,
Memories, Merle Norman,
much in that area." Rose said.
University will be "dialing for that donated prizes to be awarded
are:
Michelson's Jewelry, Minit Mart,
They
volunteers.
the
to
However, 'there are some
they
as
dollars" Feb. 21-March 3
Apple Blossom Botique, Arby's, Movie World & Home Appliance
legislative priorities that can be
solict funds for the third annual
Artcraft Photography, Auto Laun- Center and Mr. Gatti's.
pursued while the budget debate Partners Fund Phonothon.
Mr. J's & Lady J's, Murray Apdry, Beauty Box, Big B Cleaners,
continues, such as election
Donna Thomas of Paris, TN, a
The Book Rack, Boone Laundry. plaince, Murray Cablevision, Murreform, Rose said.
graduate student and phonothon
ray Florists, Murray Theatres,
Cleaners, Boston Tea Party and
"I think that's something that
coordinator, said that over 300
Owen's Food Market, Pagliai's,
Boyd's Car Wash.
this General Assembly can do that volunteers will call approximately
Brenda's Beauty Salon, Bunny Pepsi Cola, Piggly Wiggly, Pizza
does not cost money that would be 8,000 alumni of the college during
Bread, Campus Coffee Shop, CapHut, Racer Oil Company and Read.
positive for us in the present and the 10-night fundraiser. Donations
more Book-N-Card.
also very positive as far as the will benefit the Partners Fund, tain D's, Captain Video, Cherry
Roy's Pharmacy, Ruthie's
Branch, Coast to Coast Hardware,
said.
Rose
concerned,"
is
future
which is designated to enhance proLaundered to perfection. On
University Gulf, Seven Seas
Oolortyme, Cook's Jewelry, CornBlandford said work is progress- grams of the college, she noted.
HOUR hangers or folded. Bring in
Restaurant, Shear Lunacy, Shoe
Austin and Crass Furniture.
ing on combining the reports of
DRY
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, Shack, Showtime Movies, Snap
before noon for same day
"With tax -supported funds
two separate task forces on elecShot Photo, Storey's Food Giant,
Domino's, Ellis Popcorn Co., Ezell
diminishing, the university needs
tion reform into bill form.
service.
Shoppe
Smoke
Sunset Boulevard Music and Taco
Fain
School,
Beauty
to
sources
A separate election measure funding from private
John's.
and Insurance Center, Fantastic
Central Shopping Center
sponsored by Rose could come up maintain its high standards of
Terapin Station, Terry's Paint &
for final action this week. The bill, academic excellence," Miss Sam's, and Flippen's Hillbilly
Phone 753-9525
Shop, The Treasure
Decorating
Barn.
colmoney
"The
stated.
Thomas
which would limit donations to
All
Do It Center, Tubby's
Treas
House,
Jo's
&
Gene
Basket,
Flower
The
political action committees and to lected will be used to purchase
Mart, Walmart,
Video
Shop,
Sub
Company,
Ham
Gibson
Flowers,
stufor
funding
Offered:
Services
candidates, has been sent back to equipment, provide
Tanning
System
Wolff
Wendy's,
Holland
Hardee's,
Door,
Green
The
profaculty
and
scholarships
dent
which
asked
House,
been
has
the
Waterbeds,
Woodcrafters
Jim
Penney,
Center,
J.C.
Company,
Drug
to remove its amendment to the, fessional development and meet
World of Sound and $13.99 Store.
Adams IGA, Kenlake Foods, and
other needs of the college."
bill.

Murray school district among
those to be featured at exhibit
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Student and faculty volunteers working
to raise Tunds by `dialing for dollars'
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PERSPECTIVE
Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
1.5.Senate, Washisgton„ D.0

3510

BURLEY EXPORT INCREASES KEY TO FUTURE GROWTH
Another burley marketing season has ended for 100,000 Kentucky
farm families, and this past year gets mixed reviews. An exceptionally
dry curing season undercut the high hopes that many of us had for this
year's crop, forcing nearly 20 percent of the 1987 marketings into the
government pool. However, there is still much room for optimism for
future crops, as evidenced by the recently announced 2 percent increase
in next year's quota. This modest increase represents the first quota
increase in five years.
There can be no doubt that the changes made in the 1985 farm
bill are returning the tobacco program to solid footing. Only three years
ago, the amount of unsold tobacco in the government pool stood at
550 million pounds. Today, unsold pool stocks are about 150 million
pounds despite this year's dry crop, and current law will continue to
phase this down to about 70 million pounds, or 15 percent of quota.
Under the present quota formula, if trends continue, this year's quota
increase will be the first of many.
Credit migt be given to the major domestic manufacturers, who
have significaefly limited imports and participated in the buyout plan
established for the pool. However, there would be no room for optimism at all if it weren't for the patience and persistence of Kentucky
farm families that have borne the brunt of the program restructuring.
As we look down the road, it is guite clear that the major growth
opportunities for our burley tobaceb rest with the development of
several attractive export markets abroad. Exports played a major role
in the 2 percent increase in this year's quota. For instance, due to an
agreement reached in the fall of 1986 with Japan, our market share
in that country increased from 4 percent in 1986 to about 10 percent
last year. Similar progress was made in the Taiwanese market.
The U.S. Trade Representative has been vigorously pursuing comparable negotiations with South Korea over the last several months,
and is currently contemplating a fortnal trade action to combat their
unfair trade practices. I have wholeheartedly supported such an action.
On a related front, I fought along with several other tobacco-state
Senators to pass an amendment to the trade bill including tobacco
among those crops included in the Export Enhancement Program. This
program, created by the 1985 farm bill to target countries with agricultural trade barriers, has been extremely successful over the last two years
in opening up markets for other crops. The trade bill is now being considered by a House/Senate conference committee.
I am cautious about the future, but feel room for optimism with
our current export efforts and advances with the pool. It is time for
our tobacco economy to begin reaping dividends from its enormous
recent sacrifices.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
U.S. Air Force at Chicksands RAF
Navy Aviation Fire Control in England.
Thirty years ago
Technician Third Class Kenny M.
Sandra Kay Bedwell,
Hargrove, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Marcus G. Hargrove, is serving on sophomore at Kirksey High School
USS America at Oceana Naval Air and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Oacus Bechvell, won second place
Station, Virginia Beach, Va.
Airman Darrell L. Foster, son of In National Cherry Pie Baking
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Foster, Contest, sponsored by National
graduated from U.S. Air Force Red Cherry Institute at Chicago,
Security Police Specialist Course Ill. She was accompanied by Mrs.
at Lackland AFB, San Antonio, Oren Hull, home economics
Texas. He will now be stationed at teacher at Kirksey High School.
Minot AFB, North Dakota.
Bruce Austin of Department of
Births reported include a girl to Public Safety was guest speaker
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Thomas, Feb. at a meeting of Murray Rotary
6; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced by
Perkins, Feb. 12; a boy to Mr. and
Charles Mason Baker.
Mrs. Garry Hale, Feb. 15.
Twenty years ago
Ruth Ann Barrow, daughter of
Susan Nance, senior at Murray Mt and Mrs. Floyd Barrow, was
High School and daughter of Mrs. ----Tkonore at a party on her sixth
Doris E. Nance, and Kim Smith, birthday.
Forty years ago
senior at University School and
son of Mrs. Quava Smith, have
The X-Ray Trailer Unit of Kenbeen named finalists in 1967-68 Na- tucky Health Department wll be in
tional Merit Scholarship Calloway County March 5 to 18, acProgram.
cording to officials of Calloway
"Fresh Air Band" will play for County Health Department.
March of Dimes Benefit Dance
Dr. R.T. Wells will be speaker at
Feb. 23 at Student Union Building, Community Supper at New ConMurray State University. Band
cord High School on Feb. 27.
The Murray Girl Scout Associamembers are Mike Dill, Mike
Wilkerson, Ronnie McManus, tion had a potluck dinner at the
Mark Johnson, Dickie Elkins and
home of Mrs. George Hart on Feb.
Jerry McIntosh.
17e This was in honor of Mrs. Keith
Daniel Easley, son of the Rev. Kelley who is moving after workand Mrs. Johnson Easley, has ing with Girl Scouts her five years
in Murray.
been poromoted to sergeant in

Thoughts In Season
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By Ken Wolf
As Americans struggle with the
pressing economic and social problems facing us during the next
generation, voices will be raised
which suggest radical changes,
both in our expectations and in our
ways of "doing" government
As we hear these unwelcome

voices( many of which will be called "unAmerican"), we would do
well to remind ourselves of these
words of the late jurist Learned
Hand:
In the end it is worse to suppress dissent than to run the
rise of heresy.
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Why America was left out in the cold
Many Americans are disappointed and depressed by our poor
showing in the Winter Olympics. As
a patriotic friend told me: "It
seems like everybody who wins a
medal has a name that sounds like
a brand of vodka."
But if you think about it, there's
no reason to feel that way. There
are two valid reasons we're losing,
and we don't have to apologize for
either.
First, and most obvious, our best
athletes aren't involved in these
games. They're not dummies. Why
waste time learning to steer a sled
with with their feet while lying on
their backs, when they can make
millions .of dollars hitting a
baseball, dunking a basketball or
catching a football.
Beyond that, though, is the fact
that the Winter Olympics are rigged against the United States. And
I don't just mean the figure skating
judges, some of whom are kinkier
than any Chicago judge.
It's the sports themselves. These
are not the winter pasttimes in
which Americans participate on a
regular basis. Who do you know
that rides a luge or bobsled or
jumps 300 feet on a pair of wooden
slats?
True, many Americans go to ski
resorts, but most of their time is
spent in the lodge bar looking for
someone with whom to have safe
sex.

Some of us ice skate, but we're
not obsessed with it the way
various scandihoovians are. If
Hans Brinker had been an
American youth in need of
transportation. he wouldn't have
been puffing around around on a
pair of skates. He'd have gone out
and stolen a car.
If the Olympics were fair, they'd
include our cold-weather pastimes
and we would walk away with a
sack of medals.
For example, there should be a
snowblower event, or several of
them. The short competition would
be for sidewalks. The longer, more
grueling event would be for
sidewalks, driveways, alleys and
side entrances.
The scores would be based not
only on speed, but also for displaying proper form, which would include how much of your snow you
flung onto your neighbor's
property.
Another event would be

this.
And there could be an event called Marathon Subzero Bus Stop
Waiting, which could be dominated
by Chicagoans. The contest would
be judged on how long they can
wait without freezing to death, as
well as on their form. The form
points would be given for style
shown when stepping off the curb
and peering hopelessly into the
distance, and for obscene
muttering.
Another event, which would draw
contestants from neighborhoods in
icy cities such as Milwaukee,
Chicago, Detroit and Buffalo, could
be called Staggering Home. Instead of a starting gun, the race
would begin with someone with an
apron shouting, "Closing time, last
call," and the contestants course
consisting of ice patches,
snowbanks, slush puddles and
abandoned cars, all the while being
pelted with sleet, hail and blinding
snow, while searching through
their pockets to see if they can find
their house keys, so as not to
awaken the little lady. Style points
would be awarded for how well
they negotiate the front steps on all
fours.
The best part of my Olympic proposals is that reporters would not
only be able to cover the competition, many of us could also take
part. And win.

snowmobiling. Once again. there
would be two categories—straightline snowmobiling and Northern
Wisconsin snowmobiling.
The second part of this event—
the Northern Wisconsin slalom—
would be the most challenging
because it would require that the
snowmobile drivers consume a pint
and a half of Monarch Brandy and
six beer chasers before racing in
the dark of night over hill and dale,
between utility poles and trees, in
and out of ditches, through patios
and backyards, and under wire
fences, before reaching the finish
line with their heads still attached
to their shoulders and being able to
walk unaided from their machine
without falling down or throwing
up.
Another exciting event would be
battery-cable jumping, which is
tremendously popular in Northern
inner-city neighborhoods. We could
send a crack team made up entirely of men who are somebody's
brother-in-law. I don't know why,
but throughout the history of
battery-jumping, the top cable
jumpers have always been
somebody's brother-in-law. You
never hear somebody say: "My
battery is dead. I'll call my cousin
(or uncle or father or neighbor ),
because he's got cables." It's
always "I'll call my brother-inlaw." Sociologists should study

I'll take my stand: Robertson is next
To many Southerners, the battle
flag of the Confederacy is the defining symbol of the Lost Cause, the
pennant of honor under which a
third of the white youth of the Confederate States of America gave
their lives in the bloodiest war
fought on American soil, the war
for Southern independence. The
flag calls up visions of Vicksburg
of
Wilderness,
the
and
Fredricksburg and Antietam, of
Stonewall Jackson, and of Lee's Army of Northern Virginia, fording
the Potomac, moving up the
Hagerstown road, to Gettysburg.
rebels and
"They are
volunteers," writes Michael
Shaara in "The Killer Angels."
"They are mostly unpaid and susally self-equipped. It is an army of
remarkable unity, fighting for disunion. It is Anglo-Saxon and Protestant. Though there are many men
who cannot read or write, they all
speak English. They share common customs and a common faith
and they have been consistently
victorious against superior
numbers. They have as solid a faith
in their leader as any veteran army that ever marched. They move
slow behind the Blue Ridge, using
the mountains to screen their
movement."
To some of us, with ancestors lost
in the conflict, who cannot read
Shaara without tears, this is what
the flag means. But where some of
us see solemnity and beauty, others
see—squalor.
To Washington Post columnist
Carl Rowan, the battle flag is a

"flag of bitter and gratuitious insult," the "banner of the slave
masters," the flying of which atop
the Alabama state Capitol is the
moral equivalent of "waving the
hammer and sickle."
To Gov. Guy Hunt's retort that
the flag connotes "heritage, honor,
pride," Rowan sniffs, "Honor about
what? Fighting an immoral war
and losing it?" "Take That Con- anathema, the language of excommunication, separating from the
ederate Flag Down" is the title of
wan's column cheering on black company of decent men any
American who holds an opposite
state Rep. Thomas Reed, who scalview.
ed an 8-foot fence to rip it down.
longshoreman late
The
While Mr. Rowan makes a valid
philosopher Eric Hoffer once wrote
point—at times that flag has been
used to insult black people—how that every great social movement
fairly accuse Governor Hunt of eventually turns into a business,
having "provoked" Reed, when the and them becomes a racket. And so
flag has been flying over the It has been with the non-negotiable
demands of the Black Caucus for
Capitol, beneath the American
special privilege, for racial quotas
flag, for almost 30 years?
But the point of this column is not in corporate hiring, for "set
to run down non sequiturs in Mr. asides" in federal contracts.
The women's movement has
Rowan's column, it is to point up its
manifest bigotry and malice, so undergone the same transformacharacteristic of the liberalism of tion. N w that schools and the
m?ketlace have been opened up,
this city.
To Mr. Rowan, any Southern the feminists are determined to
governor who flies the Confederate shut any private club left where
men might want to go to be with
flag can only be "a socialintellectual Neanderthal.. steeped one another. The right to privacy
must yield to the higher morality.
in the mindless hatreds of...an ugBrave dissent degenerates into
ly, racist, past. Any American
who puts a Confederate flag decal bigoted orthodoxy. becoming less
on his car is "a racist who thinks tolerant than what it displaced.
been
have
guys
matter of time "You
that it is only
before this nation makes white discriminating for years," says
supremacy its offical policy and Justice Thurgood Marshall, "now
returns to slavery." No other inter- it's our turn."
The Confederate flag must be
pretation is permitted.
This, truly, is the language of in- taken down by the same Southern
tolerance, the language of capitals that are to be required to

institute a day of rememberance
for Dr. Martin Luther King,
liberalism's diety, else the dissenting state should confront a convention boycott. They will burn incense
to our god, or we will punish them.
The same holds true for ERA.
The militant children of the
secularists who went into court to
plead that Darwin's theory be
heard in public schools now demand that Christian dissident be
driven out.
We preach "pluralism" here; we
don't practice it. Ask Jimmy the
Greek. We talk about the "right to
dissent," but, let Bob Jones University dissent from the new orthodoxy
on interracial dating, and we will
destroy it. Each Christmas, with
the diligence of Orwell's Thought
Police, the Anti-Christian Liberties
Union mounts up to track down
reports of the Infant Jesus on
public property.
"McCarthyism," defined as the
destruction of a man's reputation
by branding him an extremist
without evidence, is listed here as
the unforgivable sin; actually, it is
the ultima ratio, the final argument, of our Established Church.
Barry Goldwater, Clement
Hayriesworth and Robert Bork, all
dangerous heretics, are three who
can testify that McCarthyism is the
chosen weapon, the preferred tactic of the very journalists and policians who invented the term.
Prediction: Pat Robertson, who
now has an one-in-ten chance of
capturing the Republican nomination, will be the next heretic burnt
at the stake.

By S.C. VanCuron

Agree Or Not

Wilkinson provides no increases

Retirement payments complicated
FRANKFORT — In good times
and bad., it doesn't seem to make
any difference, the governor or
legislature seems to find a way not
to live up to its promise to retire the
unfunded liability of the Kentucky
Teachers Retirement System. Like
Social Security the early payments
were small when it was created in

II
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1938, but have increased through
the years until now when teachers
contribute 9.6 percent of salary and
the state matches this.
in addition to this, there is
legislation on the books that requires the state to contribute
another 3.25 percent which goes
toward making up the unfunded
liability of one billion, 236 million
dollars. Gov. Julian Carroll had
plenty of money at that time and
had the law passed to make certain
the state made this additional contribution. Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
refused to fund it in his budget.
Prior to Carroll it was paid on a
hit or miss basis.
There are approximately 60,000
members in the system, 45,000 active and 15,000 retired. Gov. Martha Layne Collins gave the retired
teachers a sbopercent increase for
the first two years of her term and
four percent the lasttwo years, but
Wilkinson isn't providing for any
increase in pay for the next two
years. The average of retirement is
59.5 years according to Billy Hunt,
assistant director.
Teachers may retire at any age
after 30 years of service for full
benefits. A bill introduced in the
present legislature would reduce
the time to 27 years.
The formula for figuring retire-

ment pay is five percent of the
highest five years of pay.
multiplied by years of service. The
retired teachers will get an
automatic one percent increase in
pay this year as required by
statute.
The teacher retirement payroll
amounts to 170 million per year, a
recent report to its members says.
The 3.25 percent cut will mean
approximately $38 million during
1988-89 and $40 million during
1989-90.
The budget recommendation also
cuts the Kentucky Employee
Retirement System one percent,
leaving it .87 percent unfunded.
State employees contribute five
percent and the state has been contributing $7.45, but the cut brings
this down to 6.45 percent.
Employees in hazardous jobs pay
7 percent and the state pays 14 percent. The gpvernor cut this one percent also.N
KERS is 91.3 percent funded
leaving $120 million short
. There are only 568 employees in
the hazardous category and 42,703
in all others.
State employees also belong to
Social Security and the state matches employee contributions in
this.
The State Police has one of the

most expensive retirement
systems with a relative low
membership in comparison to
those above. State Police contribute 7 percent to their fund while
the state pays 14 percent which the
governor cut this time to 17.25. It is
$1.347 million short of being fully
funded.
alb

Professional acturial firms
figure the funding status of the
retirement funds regularly. Hunt
says William M. Mercer14Medinger-Hansen, the largest acturial firm in the United States
handles the teachers' fund.
All of the retirement funds invest
their capital which accounts for the
relatively low contributions on the
part of the state and fund
members.
KERS retirement payments are
figured on 1.85 percent for 'the
average of the highest five years of
payments. multiplied Nig/ears of
service. Hazardous eml5loyees is
figured the same way excapt_the
percentage rate is 2.45 percent.
The same formula applies to
State Police except the percentage
rate is 2.40"r . State Police are re.
quired to retire at age 55 regardless
of years of service. Some move to
other state employment.
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Ross and Elder vows solemnzied

Miller-Cohoon wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Miller
announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Mary
Demetra DeeDee I, to John Mark
Cohoon, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Cohoon.
Miss Miller is the granddaughter of Mrs. Dallis Miller and
the late Jack Miller, and the late
Mrs. Louise Weatherford Outland
and Finis Weatherford. She is the
stepgranddaughter of Vogel
Outland.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Calloway County High School. She
is now employed at ,ArtCraft
Photography.
Mr. Cohoon is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Euckley Lee
Cohoon and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Dowdy.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Murray High School. He now is
employed by State Line Metals.
The wedding vows will be exchanged in a private ceremony on
Saturday, April 23.
An open reception will be at 2:30,
p.m. on Saturday, April 23, at
Scotts Grove Baptist Church, U.S.
Highway 641 North.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the reception.

Miss Rose-Marie Ross and
William Stephen Elder II were
married on Saturday, Dec. 26, at a
mass at St. Leo's Catholic Church,
Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert H. Ross of Dexter. She is the granddaughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Guiseppi
Fricia of Detroit, Mich., and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Ross of
Dexter.
The groom is the son of Mrs. Roseanne Elder of Mayfield and the
late William S. Elder. He is the
grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
John Rowland of Beacon, N.Y.,
and of Mrs. Ruth Elder of Fancy
Farm and the late John Elder.
Fr. Stanley Tillman, S.J., officiated at the double ring
ceremony. He was assisted by
Stacy Price. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Maggard served as Eucharistic
ministers. Mark Sallin and
Michael John Ross served on the
altar.
Organ music was presented by
Margaret Wilkins.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal gown of white
taffeta and Alencon lace. The fitted bodice was fashioned with a
Princess Anne neckline and long
fitted sleeves with sheer inserts of
English net. The bodice and
sleeves were enhanced by applied
pearl and sequin trip.
Tuesday,Feb.23
Her full skirt and attached
7:30 p.m. in meeting room of chapel train were edged with a
Calloway Public Library. The narrow border of embroidered
public is urged to attend.
Schiffli lace trip. Sheer cut-out ap---pliques of Schiffli lace and pearls
Seminar on "Making Most of adorned the skirt.
Your Clothes Closet" will be at 10
The bride carried a bouquet of
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at Calloway long stemmed white roses laced
Public Library. For information with satin and heart shaped
call 753-1452.
pearls.
---Amanda Neal of Paris, Ill., servPurchase Health Council will ed as maid of honor. Nancy
meet at 7 p.m. at Purchase Area Schroader, Ann Shank and Connie
Development District Offices, Sue Ross, all sisters of the bride,
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
served as bridesmaids.
---They wore royal blue tea length
Murray Middle School after dresses designed with a combinaschool class for eighth graders will tion of lustrous raschel lace over
be today.
satin. They each carried a bouquet
---of white roses surrounded with
Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m. lace and baby's breath.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Natalie Ross, Nicole Ross,
Library.
Rebecca Schroader and Amy
Ross, nieces of the bride, served
Social Security representative as gift bearers at the mass. They
will be at Miller Courthouse Annex wore dresses identical to the
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
bridesmaids. Each carried a long
---stemmed white rose.
Health Express of MurrayThe groom wore a black
Calloway County Hospital will be cutaway tuxedo with a white shirt,
at Douglas Center, Murray, from bowtie and cummerbund. He had
10 a.m. to 12 noon and at Stella a boutonniere of a white rose acGrocery from 1 to 3 p.m. Blood cented with baby's breath.
pressure, vision, glaucoma and
Stuart Glover of St. Louis, Mo.,
colon cancer kits will be offered.
served as best man. Groomsmen
---were John Elder of San Diego,
Cancer Support Group will meet Calif., and Thomas Elder of
at 2 p.m. in board room of Murray- Mayfield, brothers of the groom,
Calloway County Hospital.
and Steve Glover of Mayfield.
---Ushers were Michael John Ross,
Living with Diabetes will meet . brother of the bride, and Trent
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom-—Travis of Paducah.
of Murray-Calloway County
The groom's attendants wore
Hospital.
black tuxedoes with short coats,
_ ..• _ _
Alzheimer's Support Group will
meet at 4:30 p.m. in board room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Andrew C. Kellie of the Departmalt of Engineering Technology
at Murray State University ap(Cont'd on page 5)
pears as a contributor to the

1110-11.•-mr o.4

Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
---Bible Class is scheduled at 7
p.m. at New Life Christian Center,
east side of courtsouare.
BARGAIN SHOWS • All SEATS 52 50
SAT., SUN. AFT & TUES. NITE

Monday,Feb. 22
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
---Nashville Ballet will present a
performance at 7:30 p.m. at
Atkins-Porter School, Paris, Tenn.
Tickets at $2 each may be purchased at the door.
---Meeting of Adult Great Books
Discussion has been changed to
Feb. 29.
---Tuesday,Feb.23
PACA (parents against child
abandonment) will meet at 12
noon at Pagliai's.
---Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church Women will meet
at 2 p.m. at church.
---Senior Adults of First Baptist
Church will meet at 12 noon in
Fellowship Hall of church.
---Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
---Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
at Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
---Murray Art Guild will have a
business meeting at 12:30 p.m. at
the guild. Dick Jackson's art class
will be at 2 p.m.
---Murray Lions Club is scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
---Public meeting on Kentucky
Emergency Response Commission SARA Title III program will
be at 4 p.m. at Murray City Hall.
---Open forum on taxation by
League of Women Voters will be at
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Mr. and Mrs. William Stephen -Elder II
white shirts, and royal blue
bowties and cummerbunds. They
had boutonnieres of a white rose
accented with baby's breath.
The mother of the bride wore a
powder blue tea length dress with
a lace collar. The groom's mother
wore a slate blue tea length dress
with silver appliques. Their corsages were of white roses surrounded with greenery and baby's
breath.
Miss Tressa Brewer directed
the wedding. Miss Elizabeth
Elder, sister of the groom, kept
the guest register.
A reception followed the
ceremony in the Parish Center.
The bride's table was overlaid
with a full length white lace cloth
accented with royal blue bows.
The all-white three tiered wedding
cake was topped with doves. Complementing the table were silver
serving accessories, silver/
candelabra with white candles and
a large silver vase with a blue and
white floral arrangements.
The buffet table also was
overlaid with a full length white
lace cloth and held the single layer
groom's cake with chocolate icing
in the shape of a running shoe.
The guests' tables were covered
with white cloths and adorned with
arrangements of blue flowers and
greenery.
Serving at the reception were
Mrs. Molly Ross and Mrs. Laura
Ross, sisters-in-law of the bride,
Mrs. Margaret Fretz, Mrs. Mary
Ann Dowdy, Mrs. Millie Nall, Miss
Renee Overbey, Mrs. Ellen Dale,
Mi. Cindy Glover, Mrs. Sandy
Neal, Miss Margie McLean and
Miss Teena Dowden.

Music for the reception was provided by Scott Brown of Mayfield.
Bobby Ross, brother of the
bride, and Jack Shank, brother-inlaw of the bride, videotaped the
wedding ceremony and reception.
Michael Shank, Keith Ross and
Henry Ross, nephews of the bride.
distributed rice bags at the
reception.
Out-of-town guests included Mr.
and Mrs. John Rowland and
children, Patrick and Samantha,
Farmington, Mich.; Carolyn
Geurin and Margit Pruett, Dover,
Del.; Lynn Pruett and son, John,
Tuscaloosa, Sla.; Mr. and Mrs.
Mitch Westfall and son,
Christopher, and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Brunson, Vincennes, Ind.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included the following:
A bridal tea at Parish Hall of St.
Leo's Catholic Church with Mrs.
Margaret Frets, Mrs. Priscilla
Rohwedder, Mrs. Mary Ann
Dowdy, Mrs. Molly Ross, Mrs.
Laura Ross, Mrs. Nancy
Schroader, Mrs. Mary Gertzen,
Mrs. Helen Shroat, Mrs. Lorraine
Maggard, Mrs. Marilyn Mikulcik,
Mrs. Catherine Tidwell and Mrs.
Millie Nall as hostesses.
A household shower at the home
of Mrs. Janice Glisson in Mayfield
with other hostesses being Mrs.
Betty Morrill, Mrs. Barbara
Webb, Mrs. Mary Ann Glover,
Mrs. Janet Wright and Mrs. 011ie
Lee.
A household shower given by
Tressa Brewer. Jane Barnett,
Steflani Barnett, Janet Banks,
Tracy Banks, Christy Darnell,
Christy Anderson, Connie Ross,
Penny Wallace and Angela Woods.

Kellie contributor to 'Surveying Handbook'

753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER

"Surveying Handbook" published
recently by Van Nostrand
Reinhold.
Kellie and Wayne Valentine of
the U.S. Forest Service are the coauthors of the chapter on
photogrammetric mapping included in the text.
Photogrammetric surveying,
according to Kellie, is used to
prepare almost all small-scale,
general-purpose mar It is also

widely used for larger-scale maps
needed for engineering and planning purposes.
The handbook is designed as a
one-source reference to the entire
field of surveying. Each section
was written by a specialist or
group of specialists in a particular
area.
Kellie, an associate professor,
joined the faculty at Murray State
In 1982.
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Mary-Deme-tra Miller and
John Mark Cohoon to marry

Community events listed
Monday,Feb. 22
Blue and Gold Banquet of Cub
Scout Pack 57, Murray, will be at 6
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church.
---"Making the Most of Your
Clothes Closet Seminar" is
scheduled at 7 p.m. at Annex of
Calloway Public Library. For information call Extension Office,
753-1452.
---AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
Information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 7517663.
---Calloway County High School
Girls' Varsity and Junior Varsity
basketball teams will host Fulton
County at 6 p.m.
---Murray High School Girls' Varsity and Junior Varsity basketball
teams will host Fteidland at 6 p.m.
Pep Band will play.
---Black Awareness Week events
will include Black history trivia
contest at 7 p.m. in Hart Hall Coffee House, Murray State
University.
---Murray State University student
and faculty volunteers will call
alumni from 6 to 9 p.m. to raise
funds-tor College of Business and
Public Affairs Partners Fund
Phonothon.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Burkeen, editor
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Good Feb 22, 23, 24
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13th Main
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Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
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Survey Reveals Couples Are
More Faithful Than We Think

Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Feb. 23, from 4:30 to
6:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This will
be for a group discussion. This is for all family members or friends of
persons having Alzheimer's disease. For more information call the
hospital.

By Abigail Van Buren

Cancer Support Group to meet
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Feb. 23, at 2 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for cancer patients,
their family and friends to provide information, support and resource
material. The group provides those coping with cancer the benefit of
others' experience and struggles. For more information contact Nancy
Rose, R.N., 753-5131, ext. 131, or Gale B. Cornelison, L.S.W., ext. 148.

Moose Lodge meeting Tuesday
Muray Lodge No. 2011 Loyal Order of Moose will meet Tuesday, Feb.
23, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on North 16th Street Extended. This will be
nominate new officers and conduct special business, according to Craig
Hargrove, governor, and Charles Smith, secretary, who urge all
members to attend.

Story House at local library
Calloway County Public Library will have Story Hours on Tuesday
and Wednesday, Feb. 23 and 24, at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. "A achoo
(Sneezes)" will be the theme of the programs, according to Sandy Linn,
program director. "Happy Birthday Mr. Presidents" was the theme of
Story Hours on Feb. 16 and 17. For more information call Mrs. Linn at
the library, 753-2288.

Atteberry, Johnson have show
"Collaboration 2," a celebration by Connie Atteberry and Shirley
Johnson, opened Feb. 15 at Olive Street Gallery, Murray. A reception for
the artists was on Saturday, Feb. 20, from 7 to 10 p.m. The showing will
continue through Saturday, March 5.

DEAR READERS: Well, I
asked for it. Last June (1987) I
ran the following item: "Readers, I need your cooperation for
an important survey. Question:
Have you ever cheated on your
mate? How long have you been
together? You need not sign
your name, but please state
your age, and indicate whether
you are male or female. Please
send a postcard or letter."
My office was promptly deluged with not only postcards,
but letters - some very long
ones - explaining why they
cheated, or why they didn't.
(Mostly why they did.)
Several readers asked me to
define the word "cheated." One
man wrote from Portland, Ore.:
"Would you call it cheating if
the wife said,'I don't care what
you do as long as you don't
bother me'?"
Others acknowledged open
marriages: "I go my way, he
goes his- no questions asked so since there is no cheating
going on,are we eligible for this
survey?"
Another free spirit put it more

eloquently: "My wife and I are
very much in love. We are also
sophisticated, mature adults
who realize that as we travel
along life's way, eventually we
will meet others to whom we
will be physically attracted, so
rather than suppress the normal desire for sexual variety,
we choose to express our
healthy feelings openly - without denial or deception. Would
you call this 'cheating'?"
Good question. And the answer is yea. In my view, when
two people wed, they vow to
forsake all others until death do
they part - not until they meet
others to whom they are physically attracted. And to break
that vow is indeed "cheating."
Ten weeks into the survey,
Marcia Smith, a reporter for the
Dallas Times Herald called.
"How's your survey coming?"
she asked. I told her that we
still had unopened cartons of
mail stacked to the ceiling, and
it was still pouring in. Then I
added that although we were
not tabulating cities or states,
thus far, Dallas respondents

Wednesday,Feb. 24
Ladies' bridge with Essie
Caldwell as hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church at Cherry Corner from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood
pressure, vision, glaucoma and
colon cancer kits will be offered.
---Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Diet and Diabetes wll meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
---Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.
---Fourth District Freshman
Basketball Tournament will start
at 6 p.m. at Murray High School.

Wednesday,Feb. 24
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Youth Handbells and World
Hunger Supper at 5:30 p.m.;
Business meeting, Youth
fellowship and Children's Choirs
at 6:30 p.m.; Adult Choir at 7:45
p.m.
---Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be Mass at 12:15 p.m.;
Romans 8 Study at 1 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. in Gleason Hall;
Kindergarten-5th Grade Supper at
5 p.m. in Parish Center.

(Cont'd on page 6)

Community... (Cont'd from page 4)
Tuesday,Feb.23
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Mapie Streets.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in South Side Manor Recreational
Room.
---New Concord Ladies Bible
Study is scheduled to meet at 1
p.m. For information call 436-2231,
436-2518 or 436-2516.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
at Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.; at
Hazel and Willis Centers from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.; at Ellis Center
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
---Calloway County High School
Boys' Varsity and Junior Varsity
basketball teams will play Lyon
County there at 6 p.m.
---Murray High School Boys' Varsity and Junior Varsity basketball
teams will play Hickman County
there at 6 p.m.
---Voices of Praise will present a
l choir concert at 7 p.m. in
rn.; Center Stables, Murray
State University, as part of Black
Awareness Week.
---Phonothon by College of
Business and Public Affairs at
Murray State University will continue from 6 to 9 p.m.
---Monster Piano Concert will
begin at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State Univer-

Ke

Tuesday,Feb.23
sity. Admission will be $1 adults
and 50 cents for students.
---Individuals taking GED test for
first time should report to Room
226, Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University at 8 a.m. For in
call 762-6971.
---Paula Nelson, financial commentator and author, will speak at
8:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Theater, Murray State University.
---Positive Parenting will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
---Murray Lodge No. 2011 Loyal
Order of Moose will meet at 7 p.m.
to nominate new officers and conduct special business.
---Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Wednesday,Feb.24
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Free government commodities
will be distributed from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at County Road Department, East Sycamore Street.
---"Simplified Jackets - New
Looks for Spring" will be the
seminar by bette Jo Dedic, UK
Extension Clothing Specialist, at
9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library.

and, as Victorian as it may
seem, it is not culturally acceptable for females to admit to
sexual promiscuity.
Some of the letters I received
were so funny, poignant and
fascinating that reading them
slowed down the tabulations.
Many couples married 50
years and longer sent their
wedding anniversary pictures,
proudly asking to be counted
among those who "never
cheated, never wanted to, never
needed to and never expected
to."
The results of this survey
astonished me. I learned that
we are a far more moral society
than most people thought we
were. This postcard came from
Downers Grove, Ill.: "I'm 82
years young, male, married 56
years and never cheated, but
like Jimmy Carter, I confess to
having lusted in my heart a time
or two."
From Chicago: "I'm 52 and
female. Married 15 years. Never
considered cheating, although I
might change my mind if Paul
Newman asked me."
So, my friends, everyone is
not cheating, and I have the
figures to prove it.
Tomorrow: The results from a
survey that brought 210,336
responses from the USA and
Canada.

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers. Installed
•Double Wrapped
*Galvanized Shell
*Quiet Sound
*Original Equipment Type

$2-1.95*

Premium Muffler

$29.95*

*Original equipment type 'Double wrapped
•Aluminized shell *Whisper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88*

Installation available at an additional cost.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Youth Council
at 7 p.m.; Prayer meeting, Youth
Bible Study, GAs and RAs at 7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m., Prayer Moments at 5:06
p.m., Super dinner at 5:30 p.m.;
Bible Classes at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30
p.m.

Most American cars and pickups. Many foreign cars
Clamps if needed $1.25 extra.

BARRETT'S SERVICE
Goodcenice,
CENTER
(1 Block North
of the Court Square)

PitiCei3
753-6001

200 N. 4th St.

*******************************************************
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

SALE

---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wir Luncheon at 11:30
a.m.; You Club at 5 p.m.

appeared to be confessing their
infidelities in greater numbers
than the national average.
Well, the following day, the
Dallas Times Herald ran a Page
One story headlined:"DALLAS
A HOTBED OF SIN, ABBY'S
SURVEY FINDS."
Naturally, Dallas faithfuls
came forward in droves, demanding to be counted. Soon a
bale of mail arrived from the
Dallas area, tilting the figures
heavily in favor of the faithfuls.
(You might call this stacking the
deck - easily accomplished
with a well-organized letter
writing campaign.) One Dallas
couple wrote: "Have a heart,
Abby. It's bad enough that oil
took a nosedive - now this!
We've been together for 26
years, have been 100 percent
faithful to each other, and nobody in our circle of friends is
fooling around either."
Many readers asked why I
was taking this survey. A Wisconsin woman wrote: "What
will it prove? If the majority of
married men admit to cheating,
it will only comfort the cheaters, and encourage the faithful
ones to cheat, too."
Another suggested that my
survey would be flawed because
in our culture it enhances a
man's macho image to claim
numerous sexual conouests.

*

NOW OPEN
We're Cookin'For You

_
J
I Pizza

WE GUARANITE:

---,ItalianVillage
Pizza

toe% Pore Mozzarella Cheese, Fresh Mode Pizza
Sauce, and Top Choice Toppings(No Preservatives).0

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

When you want a
*
Pizza So Good,Our Customers Can Tell The Difference...
comfortable shoe... ***********************
********************************
*
2 Slices Of Pizza *
ask for the original. :4-Large Pizzas : For The Best In
*
*

tol)

(Don't B.Fooled

By Inv Mater/)

*

*

*

Reg. $34

SALE

Party Special

I
*
* 4-32 Oz. Soft Drinks'
I
*
n

*

Only

masa

*
*
*

Taupe w/multi
Black w/multi

EASY STREET.)

*

I
I
I
I
I
1

1

:m

*
*

$18"'

Eat in or Carry Ow
Expires 3/1 5/88
Murray
Downtown Paduca•
Kentucky Oaks Ma

Two Pizzas
One Pizza Supreme
Orm Pizza with 2 toppings
....
owe C0 Si..
,
'

*

*
With Pepperoni or Sausage
Plus Your Favorite
Soft Drink si 99

PIZZA
SANDWICHES
PASTA & SALADS

Cheese and 2 Items

i
* '4:taiii:on

MAXIMA

i

Pt gua

Italian

k
Eat In or Carry Out .
4.
Expires 3/1 5/88 7
Murray
Downtown Paducah *
Kentucky Oaks Mail *

I

Pizza

With Garlic Broad

i

$eise 1

Largo 16" To

Made in U S A

Only

Oa
(
4.
'
lase Medium 14" 9799 I
*

Reg. $36
Black
Navy
Taupe

hese

Eat In or Carry Oui
Expires 3/15/88
Murray
Downtown Paduca,
Kentucky Oaks Mai

......_.

SALE

$26
the
shoe tree
Southside Main ti

Murray, KV

•
•
*
311
.1_

ar

*

FREE
BUY ONE PIZZA
GET ONE PIZZA
Bonus
FREE Extra 2-32
Oz
FREE
Soft Drinks

ii•lian
"'Magee

Mao
---..-,-

ik
P
:
111

/

Spaghetti
Dinner

I
I

Only

Villadn

Mak

Eat In or Carry Out*
Expires 3/1 5/88 *
Murray
Downtown Paducah*
Kentucky Oaks Mail*

I

I
1
S
1

I-

Lasagna
Dinner

3 Locations
Murray Central Shopping Center
759-9600

I
I
I
i

Downtown Paducah
125 s 3rd 442-9500

Eat In or Carry 0 ' i
Expires 3/15/88 .
e
Murray
II
Paduca.
Downtown
Kentucky Oaks Ma I

Kentucky Oaks Mail
112-1212

With Garlic Broad

,

-,

41Iulia•
Vlitaill,

roma -

$1 99

*
*

Eat in or Carry Qui *
Expires 3/15/88 *
a_
Murray
Downtown Paducah ar
Kentucky Oaks Mail*

1***********************4***************
It**************

A
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OBITUARIES
Ed Nesbitt
Ed Nesbitt, 80, Rt. 2 Hazel, died
Saturday at 10:55 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. He was
a member of South Pleasant
Grove United Methdist Church.
Born July 18, 1907, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Charles Nesbitt and Olive Steele
Nesbitt.
He was preceded in death by two
sisters, Mrs. Avis Smith and Mrs.
Lula Dunn, and three brothers,
Rob, Tom and Cullie Nesbitt.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Iva
Coles Nesbitt, to whom he was
married on May 28, 1933; two
daughters, Mrs. Ed (Sue) Dortch,
Paducah, and Mrs. Barbara
Frances, Louisville; five grandchildren, Vicki Dortch, Donnie
Dortch, Lori Elliott, Lisa Frances

Mrs. Lucy V. Coleman

and David Frances: one greatgrandchild, Kristna Gary.
Services will be Tuesday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Bob Dotson will officiate.
Music will be by Choir of South
Pleasant Grove Church with Dr.
Truman Whitfield as director.
Members of Men's Bible Class
of South Pleasant Grove will serve
as an honorary group.
Active pallbearers will be David
Frances, Donnie Dortch, Richard
Nesbitt, Holmes Dunn, Reggie
Coles and Ralph Robertson.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Monday).

Ronnie Bonner
Graveside rites for Ronnie Bonner were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Barnett Cemetery. The Rev. Jack
Jones officiated.
Pallbearers were Ray Williams,
Chris Williams, Jeff Williams,
Bi*ri Smith, Edwin Beach and J.B.
Bell.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
Home was in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Bonner, 56, died Saturday at
1:30 a.m. at Veterans Administration Hospital, Murfreesboro,
Tenn. He was an Air Force

veteran of the Korean Conflict.
Horn July 24, 1931, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Cratus
Bonner who died Dec. 4, 1970, and
Mary Susan Blalock Bonner who
died May 24, 1965. One brother,
J.T. Bonner, died July 9, 1985.
. Survivors are three sisters, Mrs.
Ray (Mary Ann) Williams, Arlington, Mrs. Bill (Reta Grey)
Siress, Lexington, and Mrs. Edwin
(Patty) Beach, Rt. 1, Almo; three
brothers, Elmo Bonner and Max
Bonner, Rt. 5, Murray, and
George Bonner, Jacksonville, Fla.

Milton Byars
Milton Byars, 77, of Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died Friday at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
He was a former employee of
Laird Brick Co., Puryear, and a
member of Sparks Street Church
of Christ, Paris. He was a veteran
of World War II.
His wife, Louise, preceded him
in death. Born Nov. 25, 1910, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was the
son of the late Pledd Byars and
Emma Thomas Byars.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Caine Mae Foster, Hazel;

ttilt ,
tt

three sons, Charles Byars and Billy Byars, Paris, and Bobby Byars,
Trenton,N.J.; one sister, Mrs.
Mickey Green, Trenton; 11 grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Williams
Funeral Home, Paris. Edward
Howard will officiate. Burial will
follow in Greenwood Cemetery,
Paris.
Friends may call from 7 to 8
p.m. tonight (Monday) at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Lawna Tinsley
Mrs. Latuia Tinsley, 76, of Rt. 6, ;Warren, Mich., and Ms. Mary
Murray, died Friday at 10 p.m. at Tinsley, Detroit, Mich.; stepson,
West View Nursing Home.
- - Jask Tinsley, Royal Oak, Mich.;
Born Jan. 17,1912, in Pine Bluff, four grandchildren; three greatArk., she was the daughter of the grandchildren.
- •
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
late William Sims and Mae Curtis
the chapel of Amick-Burnett
Sims.
The Tinsleys had moved to Funeral Home, Scott City, Mo.
Burial will follow in Lightner
Calloway County in 1973.
She is survived by her husband, Cemetery there.
Virgil Tinsley; one son, Bruce
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
Hopke, Granite City, Ill.; two step- was in charge of local
daughters, Mrs. Patricia Northup, arrangements.

HILLIARD LYONS

L IACRIO

Stock Market
Prima as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average..
Goodyear
58% +%
• 4.911
Previous Close
2014.39
I.B.M
113% +1
/
2
kir Products
46% +%
37% +
Ingersoll Rand
241
/
4B 241YRA
A.T.C.-Class A
Jerrico
14B 14/
1
4A
AT&T
Kmart
WK.
WA
33% -1/2
Briggs & Stratton
30% +%
Kroger
283/4
Chrysler
J('Permey
241
/
4 -1
/
2
---------47% +%
CSX Corp
Penwalt
Si -%
-------54% +
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
44 -1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store
78/48 SA
Sears
341
/
4 -1
/
4
Emma
43 +%
43% +%
Texaco
44% JAI
Ford
Time Inc.
891/2 .%
%
G.A.F.
48% -%
U.S.Tobscco
30
General Motors
27%
687/4 -1/1
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc.
15/
1
2 uoc
Wendy's
6/
1
2
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
6.32
44%
%

+1
/
4

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY,KENTUCK Y
753-3366

...Get The Best...
Major krteclical-For Individuals
*Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
*Personalized Life Insurance (Term-Business Ins Universal Life-IRA-Annuities - We Have It All)
*Group Insurance. Our Specialty
*Temporary Major Medical

Call Bennett & Associates

Miss Lovie C. Adams, 85, died
Sunday at 10:45 p.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
A retired school teacher, she
was a member of Goshen United
Methodist Church.
Born May 26, 1902, she was the
daughter of the late Craig Adams
and Josie Hindman Adams.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Ola Mae Adams, Rt. 1,-Murray: one nephew, Pat Adams, Rt.

Herbert 0. Cochrum,65, died today at 8:55 a.m. at his home at 707
Story Ave., Murray. His wife,
Mrs. Ann Cathcart Cochrum, died
May 9, 1983.
Born Oct. 8, 1922, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
John L. Cochrum arid Minnie
Holden Cochrum.
Five surviving sisters are Mrs.
Naoma Schwalm and Mrs. H.M.

The funeral for W.L. (BW)
Crawford was today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Steve Cavitt
officiated.
Active pallbearers were Bill
Speed, Billy Taylor, Robert
Roach, Mike Roach, Royce Roach
and H.L. Blake. Members of
Masonic Order were honorary
pallbearers.
Burial was in Lee Cemetery in
Lyon County.
Masonic rites were Sunday at 7
p.m. at the funeral home.
Mr. Crawford, 71, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, died Friday at 7:35 p.m.
at Long Term Care Unit of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He was retired operating
superintendent for Rural Electrification Administration office in
Mayfield, and had worked for
REA for 35 years.

2, Murray; two nieces, Mrs.
Dorothy Prince, Ohio, and Mrs.
June Gudard, Metropolis, Ill.
The funeral will Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

(Edith) Sledd, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Schultz, Mayfield, Mrs. Ruth
Kelso, Rt. 7, Murray, and Mrs. Jo
Roberts, Rt. 5, Murray. Two surviving brothers are Bauzie
Cochrum and Codie Cochrum,
both of Mayfield.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

He was a Member of the United
Methodist Church. He was a
member of Joppa Masonic Lodge
167 in Eddyville and was a York
Rite Mason. He also was a
member of International
Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers Local 816.
Born Feb. 27, 1916, in Fredonia,
he was the son of the late William
Thomas Crawford and Ola
Florence Powers Crawford.

William F. Richardson, 70,
Bowling Green, died Saturday at
11:45 p.m. at HCA Greenview,
Bowling Green.
He was former co-owner and
president of Hill-Motley Lumber
Co., and a member and past president of Kentucky Retail Lumber
Association. He was a World War
II Navy veteran.
Born in Logan County, he was
the son of the late Dr. William
Richardson and Latimer Ruth
Hines Richardson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louise Blackford Richardson; two
daughters, Mrs. Betty Sue Howrd,
Orange Park, Fla., and Mrs. Janie
Richardson Hazil, Bowling Green;
two sisters, Mrs. Sue Geisler and

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS
Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-5242
Alterations & Winter Storage

$

5°
Each

Trousers, Skirts
Sweaters Sportcoats (Pleats Extra I

1.50

'

Each

Expires 2 27 88

was married on April 16, 1937; one
daughter, Mrs Richard M.(Jane)
Hutson, and one son, Jack Henry,
Paducah; one sister, Mrs.
Frances Anderson, Louisville;
two grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
had charge of local arrangements,
but there will be no local
visitation.
Services will be at a time to be
announced at Harris Funeral
Home, Madisonville.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to a favorite charity.

Troy Dixon
Troy Dixon, 74, Rt. 1, Murray,
died Saturday at 8:20 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He
was a member of Glen Eden Baptist Church, Taylor, Mich.
Born Aug. 21, 1913, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the late
Claude Dixon and Zetta Hargrove
Dixon.
He is survived ByVis wife, Mrs.
Thelma L. Dixon, to whom he was
married on June 17, 1939; one
daughter, Mrs. Linda Kimbro, Rt.

6, Murray; one son, Harold Dixon
and wife, Elaine, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; one brother, Prentice
Dixon, River Rouge, Mich.
Also surviving are four grandchildren, Beth Kimbro, Mrs.
Terry Simpson and husband,
Steve, Brian Dixon and Kimberly
Dixon; one great-granchild, Amy
Simpson.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 5)
Senior Adults plan luncheon
Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, Feb. 23, at 12
noon in Fellowship Hall of church. A potluck luncheon will be served.
Dr. Frank Julian, vice president of Student Development at Murray
State University, will be the speaker. All senior adults are invited, a
church spokesman said.

Parent Support Group to meet
Compassionate Parent Support Group will meet Thursday, Feb. 25, at
7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh and Olive
Streets. The Rev. Ben Boone, director of Wesley Foundation, Murray
State University, will be the guest speaker. Lillian Robertson, GLPN
and coordinator, said Rev. Boone has great rapport with people and lias
young children of his own, which will help him in speaking to our sibling
group. This in itself makes him special, but he has had first-hand experience with the death of his sister when they were both teenagers."
This is open to all family members who have lost a child or young adult
through sudden death.

Associational event planned
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Zetas plan meeting Thursday

Mrs. Jean Grise, Lewisburg;
three brothers, Shines Richardson
and Jack Richardson,
Russellville, and Joe Richardson,
Greenville; two grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. at Broadway United
Methodist Church, Bowling
Green, where he was a member.
Burial will follow in Lewisburg
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 4 p.m. today (Monday) at Johnson-Vaughn
Funeral Home, Bowling Green,
until 12 noon Tuesday when the
body will be taken to the church.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to American Cancer
Society of American Heart Fund.

Youth event planned at church
Activities for Kindergarten through Grade 5 will start at 5 p.m. on
Wednesday, Feb. 24, at Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic Church. This
will include arts, crafts, music, games, etc. Supper at a cost of $1 per
child will be served, but persons should call the church for reservations
so the staff can prepare for the event. Children can be picked up at the
center at 7 p.m.

Your Individual Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1988
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SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
CIE
fflit (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Timing is all important regarding
Business negotiations go on and on
career interests today. Don't let a without too much being accomsense of frustration cause you to act plished. Still, you'll get better insight
in haste. Patience is crucial. Curb now into the people you have to deal
extravagance.
with.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Whether it's a matter of taste or
Travel plans may be changed now.
Buchanan was soloist with Oneida Do some comparison shopping cost, its hard to reach an agreement
before deciding on legal or other with a partner now about a purchase.
White as pianist.
Pallbearers were Mark Allbrit- counsel. Think carefully about educa- Financial matters require some scrutiny today.
ten, John Coleman, Johnny Green, tional choices.
CAPRICORN
Gene Paschall, Steve Paschall, GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
David Cunningham and Harry (May 21 to June 20)
Know the difference between perSelf-preoccupation could underMartin Elkins. Burial was in Mcsistence and pushing your affairs too mine effectiveness now, especially at
Cuiston Cemetery.
hard. Watch your use of credit now. work. At times today, you're overly
Mr. Allbritten, 59, New Concord, Avoid arguments with. close ties cautious; at other times, you may
died Thursday at Murray- about financial interests.
come on too strong.
Calloway County Hospital.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
)
4E (Jan. 20 to-Feb. 18)
You can be moody at times and it
You may have mixed feelings about
Lakes a while for you to let others a social engagement. Try not to worry
Federaltlitate Market News Service February
know in a direct way what's bother- so much about the impression you'll
Ft. 1115 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
ing you. Problems could arise now make. Just being relaxed is the key to
Report Includes 5 Raying Stations Receipts, Art.
Gilts .28 Higher. Rowe
4M Fst. ROO Harrows
with a close tie.
social success now.
under MO lb.. t II Higher. ever 300 lb.. steady.
LEO
PISCES
$44.75-41.25
IN I 2 210 VW lb.,
soar
1142 73 44.75
now
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
$44 2644.75
Too many job pressures today
A friend with problems can wear
1143.25 44.15
could mean that you'll have to change you down a bit now. Sometimes it's
an evening engagement. After a few necessary to realize that you can't
hours of discouragement, you'll save the whole world. Remember
recoup with a second wind.
what you owe yourself too.
IF BORN TODAY you are both
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
adventurous and introspective. You
may experiment before deciding on a
Business and pleasure do not
combine faverably now. Know when career and are likely to be disconNO T
F
to take no for an answer. This is one tented in a routine job. You'll learn
VVr• 11.1iil Wilit•. fildwater
of
much from both books and experithose days when it's best to avoid
Grovel .itiit Dirt.
enc6. You have a way with people, yet
needless coottontations.
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Problems
Trvoteci Cross Ti's
Interfere with travel plans. It may to take thin .so personally. Birth431) 4:443 Rill) Kemp
take you a while to make up your date of: Peter Fonda, actor; Victor
I It
mind about an educational matter. Fleming, film director; George Fre43!., 4319 Bob 1(1)111 ).1,
derick Handel comnosor
Try to be more decisive.

Charles Allbritten
Final rites for Charles Allbritten
were Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. James
Fortner officiated. Billy

Mrs. Virginia P. Henry, 76, of
821 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray, died
today at 9:50 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
A retired elementary school
teacher, she was a member of
First United Methodist Church
and Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees.
Born April 13, 1911, in
Slaughters, she was the daughter
of the late Orah Pool and Cordelia
Jane Brown Pool.
She is survived by her husband,
Marshall C. Henry, to whom she

A Youth Celebration, sponsored by Blood River Baptist Association,
will be held Feb. 26 to 28 at Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly Camp on
Kentucky Lake. Buddy Parrish of Decatur, Ga., will be worship and
retreat leader. "Answering Tough Questions" will be the theme of
celebration. Subjects will include Dating Relationships, Sexuality in the
Survivors are two daughters,. SOs for both gals and guys, Peer PRessure, Contemporary Christian
Mrs. Peggy Atkins, Rt. 2, Hazel, _ Music Puppets, Drama in Sharing Christ, Drugs & Alcohol: Should I
/
and Mrs. Joan Singleton,- - Say No?, plus games, fun and fellowship.
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. Bertha Orms and Mrs. Thelma
Balthrop, Clarksville, Tenn., and
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Feb.
Mrs. Ethyle Chandler, Columbus,
25, at 7p.m. at the club house. Liz Bussey, executive director of MurrayInd.; half sister, Mrs. Ellen
Calloway County Community Theatre, will speak about "Playhouse in
Williams, Nashville, Tenn.; half
the
Park." Hostesses will be Mary Moore Lassiter, Hallie Kopperud,
brother, Lurton Powers; three
Madelyn Lamb, Lucy Lilly, Frances Matarazzo, and Mary
grandchildren; one greatMontgomery.
grandchildren.

W.F. Richardson

************

lotet

Pallbearers will be Warren
Stubblefield, Glen Stubblefield,
Eddie Stubblefield, Clifton Coleman, Mason McCuiston and
Mack McCuiston.
Burial will follow in New Concord Cemetery.

W.L. (Bill) Crawford

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)
1984 Dodge Van,
p b„ auto
54,900.00

The funeral will be today; at 3
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock.
ColemanFuneral Home. John
Dale will officiate. Jerry Bolls will
direct the song service.

Herbert 0. Cochrum

305 N. 4th Murray

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Mrs. Virginia Smith, Valdosta,
Gla.; one brother, Gradie Stubblefield, Rt. 2, Hazel; foster
daughter, Mrs. Ada Beth Geurin,
Murray.

Miss Lovie C. Adams

PAT GOSSUM

*$1.000,000

wee.wun
Keep The k;orrt GM it 'slot' Nan Genus. (...)4 Kier

Mrs. Lucy Vernon Coleman, 82,
of 213 South 12th St., Murray, died
Saturday at 8:20 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home. Her husband, Dewey Coleman, died Oct.
29, 1950.
A retired postmistress at New
Concord Postoffice, she was a
member of New Concord Church
of Christ.
Born July 7, 1905, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late James Woodson Stubblefield and Eva Ada Lawson
Stubblefield.
Survivors are three sisters, Mrs.
Mary Hamlin, Murray, Mrs. Fannie Sumner, Rt. 5, Murray, and

BETTY BOSTON

NEED INSURANCE?

753-7273

Mrs. Virginia Henry
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Five young Kentuckians honored with scholarships
Five outstanding young Kentuckians were honored with
scholarship awards at the 42nd annual Awards and Recognition Banquet of the Kentucky Farm and
Power Equipment Dealers
Association. The Awards Banquet
was the finale of the annual convention which was held in Louisville,
Feb. 7-9.
The longest-standing KFPEDA
Scholarship, given annually to an
outstanding junior majoring in
Sen. Greg Higdon met recently with Kentucky Farm Bureau's lobbyists
in Frankfort to discuss key agricultural issues before the current session of the General Assembly. Pictured above,from left, are David Beck,
Sen. Higdon and Ronny Pryor.
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One of the first lessons for new
owners of pets have to learn is how
to think like their animals in order
to prevent household accidents. As
with humans, ordinary household
accidents account for an astounding percentage of emergencies
with pets.
The trick is in prevention, in learning to see potential problem areas
and correct the danger.
One of the more common
household dangers to pets is electric shock, which may range from
mild to fatal, and which is usually
easily preventable by simply being
careful with the placement of electric cords.
Chew on Wires
Young puppies and kittens love to
chew on things, partly from curiosity and partly from teething, and
some never outgrow it. Little
wonder, then, that chewing on electric cords is the most common
cause of electric shock.
The severity of the inury varies
with several factors, including the
intensity of the voltage, the severity and depth of the bite through the
insulation and the pathway of the
current through the body.
Essentially what happens is that
electrical energy is converted in
the animal's body into heat energy,
which causes burns at the points of

Murray's Outland
takes third place
at tractor pull
Charles Outland of Murray, won
3rd place in the 10,200 lb. Pro Stock
Tractor class at the 1988 National
Farm Machinery Show Championship Tractor Pull, Feb. 11. The
Pull was held in Freedom Hall
Coliseum at the Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center.

entry and exit, and sometimes in
the flesh it passes through. A more
severe shock may cause nerve
damage or destruction, including
damage to the brain, and possibly
kidney damage as well. Cardiac
standstill or fibrillation, convulsions, circulatory collapse and
pulmonary congestion are all
possibilities.
First aid is simple. First be sure
the animal is free of the source of
electricity. If it is not, cut off the
current by pulling the plug or
throwing the circuit breaker. This
is to protect you. If you touch the
animal while the wire is still "live"
you will not get the animal loose,
you'll only shock yourself.
If the animal is still breathing,
get it to a veterinarian as soon as
possible. If it is not breathing,
mouth to mouth or other artificial
respiration may be effective.
In cold weather, there may be
hazards to large animals as well.
heaters for water tanks should be
checked frequently to see that they
are not leaking stray voltage into
the water itself through frayed insulation. Electric heaters in barns
are extremely dangerous and really shouldn't be used, yet in
emergencies sometimes still turn
up. They should be continually
monitored, both for the open
heating elements and the cord
overheating.
Sometimes treatment for electric
shock is effective, especially if the
inuries are somewhat minor. Most
effective, however is prevention.
Did you know that your
veteriarian can give you some
pointers on prevention and also on
first aid measures? Over the years,
veterinarians accumulate a wealth
of information on how accidents
happen, and they'd really rather
help you prevent them than see the
animals injured.

The 12,500 members of Kentucky's 148 Future Farmers of
America chapters will join 416,000
other FFA members throughout
the nation in observing National
Future Farmers of America Week
Feb. 20-27.
The theme for this year's observance is "FFA: Agriculture's New
Spirit." Kentucky chapters will
celebrate FFA Week through
displays in high schools and shopping malls and in special local
television and radio programs.
"Young people studying vocational agriculture in our schools
truly exhibit this new spirit in
agriculture," said Ann Bardwell,
associate superintendent for vocational education in the Kentucky
Department of Education.
"FFA members are preparing
themselves for meaningful careers
in such areas as agribusiness,
agriscience and production
agriculture."
The organization is observing its
60th anniversary this year. The
group was founded in 1928 to promote leadership, cooperation and
citizenship among high school
vocational agriculture students.

The nightly competition followed the National Farm Machinery
Show, also Feb. 10-13 at the
Fairgrounds in Louisville. The
Farm Show is one of the largest
annual indoor exhibitions of new
farm equipment in North
America.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city/
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative, it's my tob to help
you get over the hurdies of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
retiable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

IcF14e ut „
Hostess Kathryn Outland 763 3079
Asst Hostess Ingehorg Kulp 492 8348

/

At Western Kentucky University,
the Robert E. Todd Memorial
Scholarships went to freshman

Each scholarship winner was
given an engraved commemorative plaque denoting his

achievement at ceremonies following the dinner.
The Kentucky Farm 0 Power
Equipment Dealers Association, a
state-wide trade organization of
farm and power equipment
retailers, has undertaken a large
scholarship program for some 30
years, for the purpose of assisting
young Kentuckians to prepare
themselves for careers in the farm
and power equipment industry.

In a special proclamation declaring the observance of Future
Farmers of America Week in Kentucky, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
said, "Members of the FFA are
playing an outstanding role in

commitment
to
American
agriculture. Both the national FFA
center and the national FFA Hall
of Achievement are on part of
Washington's original Mount Vernon estate near Alexandria, VA.

assuring the future progress and
prosperity of our nation."
FFA Week is held annually during the weelP of George
Washington's birthday to recognize
the first president's leadership and

Radio ihaek

Over 7000 Locations Nationwide

SENSATIONAL

NE WEEK
LOW-PRICE
BREAK
THROUGH!

Capture Your Memories Forever With Our
VHS-C or VHS Full-Size Camcorders

23% Off! VHS-C Compact
MovieCorderTM

VHS Full-Size MovieCorder
Slashed 15%
Model 100
by Realistic

Model 150
by Realistic'

Officials recognize
blacks in agriculture
The month of February has been
proclaimed as National Black
History month,
Steve Alcott, District Conservationist for the USDA Soil Conservation Service (SCS) at Murray said
his agency recognizes the many
Black Americans, especially those
Involved in agriculture and soil and
water conservation.
"Black Americans have made
mny contributions to soil and water
conservation dating back to the
dust bowl days", Alcott said.
"Their participation in the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) helped
revitalize the country during a time
when not only the land, but the people too, needed healing." During
the thirties and early forties Kentucky had 29 CCC camps.

Save
*300
Reg. 1299.00
Others Charge
"Extras"
the
Many
of
Includes
For: VHS Cassette Adapter, Hard Case With
Shoulder Strap, One-Hour Rechargeable
Battery, AC Adapter/Charger And A/V Output
Cable! Just Point, Shoot, and Enjoy!
Buy now! Auto-focus and exposure HO system
Low-light(7 lux) recording *16-851
Low As $50 Per Month •

Reg. 1299.00

Low As $55 Per Month •

Uses Standard VHS Video Cassettes—Just
Point and Shoot—Complete With Hard Case,
One-Hour Rechargeable Battery, AC
Adapter/Battery Charger and Output Cable
A terrific buy! Has 6-1 power zoom lens, 7-lux lowlight recording, auto-focus *16-801

32-Key Polyphonic Keyboard
49-Key Keyboard With
Sound Sticks For Percussion With Digital Sound Sampling
Concertmate*-700 by Realistic

Concertmate-650 by Realistic

.
I

"Baby, It's

lllllltiI'..i

illiti•

ILIAULLULIALIII
Cold Insid e'

Save
$50

149

Reg.
199.95
$1595
Low As
Per Month •

A versatile performer! Features sound sticks for
percussion effects. four octaves, 12 preset
rhythms and sounds *42-4007 Bananas extra

The Pull is an event in the Red
Man/TNT All-American Pulling
Series.
The Pull was sponsored by ICI
Americas Inc., one of the largest
agricultural chemical companies
In the United States.

Jonathan Ayer of Calhoun and
sophomore Eric Raby of
Russleville. The Agriculture
Mechanics Scholarship at Eastern
Kentucky University went to
Michael Dau of Berea, and the
Agriculture Mechanization award
at Murray State University went to
Don Ray of Madisonville.

Chapters join to observe National FFA Week Feb. 20-27

Outland drove "The Outlaw"
and took home a trophy and $850 in
Prize money.
A total of 221 drivers from 23
states and Canada competed in the
20th annual Pull, February 10-13,
thought to be the first indoor pull
anywhere. Drivers participated
by invitation — only in fifteen different classes of trucks and tractors and competed for over
$140,000 in prize money.

Agriculture Engineering at the
University of Kentucky, went to
Christopher Ampfer of Highland
Heights. The U of K Agricultural
Engineering Scholarship for 1988
was named in memory of Murray
dealer Will Ed Stokes, the 1987
KFPEDA Wheelhorse Award winner, who died on Feb 4.

If you're tired of singing the same old song every winter, maybe you should check your home's insulation.
Without proper insulation your heat, and heating bills,
go right through the roof.
Insulation efficiency in your ceilings, floors and walls
is rated in "R" VC3lues. For example, R-30 for ceilings.
R-18 for walls and R-19 for floors are levels which can
loop your home warm. Nbur local Rural Electric Cooperattve will gladly perform a free energy analysis of your
home and sham you where you can save energy and
money by adding to existing insulation
Nbu can always increase your home's energy efficiency by installing storm windows and doors and by
caulking and weatherstripping around windows and
doors
Call us. You may sing a different tune this winter.

753-5012

Reg.
139.95
Low As $15
Per Month•

9995

Use sampling to capture any sound and play it
back as music! With 10 preset rhythms, eight preset sounds. 042-4006 Battenes ext,a

PLUS,THESE GREAT SAVINGS GOOD THRU 3/21
OVER '150
-OF SOFTWARE
INCLUDED!

Complete Family
PC System With
Color Monitor

Tandy
1000
HX

Deluxe Daisy-Wheel Printer
DWP 230 by Tandy

89900

Reg
459 95

Cut
IBM PC Compatible
Low As $15 Per Month •

temiReg

TM IBM Cnr;

Prints up to 200 words per minute *26-2812
99 95
fractor for DWP 230. *26-2813
125-1053i1023/1221

Low

As $45 Per Month •

Reg. Separate
Items 1153.75

• PC-Compatible Tandy• 1000 HX Computer
a CM-5 Monitor• With Built-In MS-DOS'
• Fun and Educational Family Software Pak
MS-DOS,Rou T

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.

Save
$40

PO, r"coft

DISKETTE SALE!
33%
Off

Stock up now' All in stock
5'/4" or 8" diskettes
Buy all you need—no limit!

Check Your Phone-Book for the Rade()/haek Store or Dealer Nearest You
Most Major'Credit
Kitts APPL.r AT PARTICiPAING STOAES AND DEALER'
Cards Welcome
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• Radio Start r •
aliwirwrisw.aresi•
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Center of
attention

Regional hoop

Sloan willing to share title
after getting by Cats 83-76

Sias records best
output of season,
leads Racers to
win at/Morehead

GAINESVILLE, Fla.(AP) — Florida Coach Norm Sloan is so eager
for the Gators to win their first Southeastern Conference basketball
championship that he's willing to share the title with half the league.
Florida closed to within one-half game of first-plaes Kentucky by
beating the Wildcats 83-76 Saturday. The Gators and Louisiana State are
9-5 with four games left, while Vanderbilt and Coach Eddie Sutton's
Wildcats are 10-5.
"Eddie said that he hoped that we both won the championship. I do,
too," Sloan said.
"It'd be all right with me if there are three or four others in there with
us. I'll share it with five people. It's fine with me. I just want to be an
SEC champ."
Sloan said the Gators' lack of experience in tiUe chases will make the
last two weeks of the race challenging.
"This team's never been in the race for the SEC championship from
the beginning of the season. This program hasn't. This school hasn't.
And that makes that a difficult thing to go through — that first time."
Kentucky has won 36 league titles, but the Wildcats fell out of the
driver's seat in this year's race by losing to Florida for the third straight
time.
Sutton said he felt before the season that the league champions would
have four losses. Now he thinks they may have six.
"Who's to say that all the teams may not lose again?" Sutton said.
"It's the darnedest thing I've ever seen."
Vernon Maxwell scored 32 points Saturday against the Wildcats. That
was a season high for Florida's all-time leading scorer and his 100th
straight game in double figures.

Front AP,Staff Reports

Cardinals 'fight' for 98-88
OT win at South Carolina
COLUMBIA,S.C.(AP ) — Louisville coach Denny Crum says there are
three people to blame for a fight that e:upted Saturday in his team's
98-88 double-overtime victory over South Carolina.
They are: Bob Olah, Herman Ramsey and Ben Dunn, who refereed the
game.
"The fight was the officials fault," Crum said. "They permitted too
much physical contact. If they had called the game a little tighter, they
wouldn't have let it get out of hand.
"They permitted a lot of holding, grabbing and slapping," Crum said.
"I was on the officials the entire game. They allowed too much."
South Carolina coach George Felton agreed.
"It's a sad situation because the game was over with 1:06 left remaining and the officials let it get out of hand," Felton said. "It's an injustice
to our kids because they played a tremendous game and deserved to win
the ballgame."
The Gamecocks led by 14 just before the fight erupted. But Louisville
rallied to send it into overtime, and Felton Spencer scored the go-ahead
bucket in the second extra period as the Cardinals earned their sixth victory in seven games.
Craig Hawley hit a 33-foot 3-pointer at the buzzer to send the game into
the first overtime tied at 74. The Gamecocks then rallied from five down
to force a Second overtime when Tony Shaw slammed home a dunk -with
31 seconds left to tie it at 83.
Spencer, a 7-foot sophomore, muscled inside for a buck with 1:38 to go
in the second overtime t6 give the Cardinals an 89-87 lead.

Wenning's 20 points pace
Lady Racers to 91-72 win
Stall Report
MOREHEAD, Ky. — Murray
State downed Morehead State
91-72 in an Ohio Valley Conference
match-up Saturday night. The
Lady Racers, 8-3 in the OVC and
19-5 overall, secured a spot in the
conference tournament and remained in second place.
Morehead dropped to 5-7 and
13-10.
Michelle Werming led the Lady
Races with 20 points and 14 rebounds and guard Karen Johnson
scored 15 points and handed out
seven assists.
Murray State built an 18-point
halftime lead before coasting to its

sixth straight win.
Jeannie Pollmann chipped in 14
points and All-OVC forward Sheila
Smith missed the contest with an
ankle injury suffered in 1.1.SU's
91-90 win over Youngstown State
on Monday.
Kelly Stamper and Druecilla
Connors scored 13 points apiece
for Morehead.
The Lady Racers will visit Richmond for a match-up with Eastern
Kentucky tonight and return to
Racer Arena to close the OVC
season with Tennessee Tech, Feb.
27 and conference leader Middle
Tennessee, Feb. 29.

WE
ARE
GOING
TO BE
AND HERE IS HOW...VALUE.

Calloway County's Fred Jones keeps a loose ball in play during Saturday night's 48-41 Homecoming victory
over Heath.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Calloway uses 'rosy' defensive effort
in 48-41 homecoming win over Heath
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
After Calloway County head coach Craig Morris
won a dozen long-stem Homecoming roses, his
Lakers presented a thorny barrier to the Heath
Pirates, claiming a 48-41 victory Saturday night
before the Homecoming crowd in Jeffrey
_
Gymnasium.
"Our defense was really the key to this game"
Morris said after the Lakers held the Pirates to only
six field goals in the second half. "It was a night
when we were a little sluggish on offense, but the
kids really picked up on defense."
The game started off being anything but a sluggish offensive performance, as the Lakers tried for
a game-opening slam by Fred Jones, who was
whistled for a technical foul for hanging onto the
rim.
Heath took advantage of the foul to take a 2-0 lead,
but Jones took a pass from Corey Wells to tie the
game and Wells scored off Tim Armstrong's assist
for a 4-2 Laker lead.
The first-quarter fight was on. Pirate guard Brent
Jordan tossed up the first of his five 3-point shots on
the night to restore the lead to the Pirates, but Wells
scored again from six feet. out, then added a
3-pointer of his own for a 9-5 lead before Heath came
back on a goal and another 3-point shot by Jordan
for a 10-9 edge.
Chad Stubblefield ignited a 3-pointer and Jones
scored on a steal and slam dunk for a 14-10 lead, and
Stubblefield answered a Jordan field goal with
another 3-point shot, one of four the Laker guard
would can on the night.
That gave Calloway a 17-12 lead but the Laker offensive output began to dwindle. Yet another
3-pointer from Jordan, who scored 13 of his gamehigh 22 points in the first quarter, brought the difference to 17-15, and after a lengthy lull, Shawn Rice
drove the lane to tie the game up for the Pirates with
41 seconds left in the quarter.
A foul with three seconds left allowed Heath's
Darron Crabtree to step to the line, hitting one free
throw for an 18-17 Pirate lead at the quarter break.
Rice's game-tying field goal with 41 seconds left
proved to be the last Heath field goal for several
minutes, as the Lakers entered the second quarter
with increased intensity on their man-to-man.
The Pirates would not score another field goal until less than two minutes left in the half, but
Calloway's offensive sluggishness and Heath's free

Calloway 48
Heath 41
18 27 32 41
Heath
17 25 37 48
Calloway
Heath — Brent Jordan 22. Shawn Rice 8, Darrat Crabtree 5. Shane
Shelby 4, Scott Harrison 2. Jamie Jones, David Wallace.
Calloway — Chad Stubblefield 18, Corey Wells H. Fred Jones 8, Mike
Kutch) 8. Ttm Armstrong 2. Harv Newton 2, Trent campbell 0. Tim
Carperitet-0.17r1chgelmoy1'cr.
Field goals — Heath 14-41, Calloway 30-40. Free tames — Heath 7-11.
Calloway 3-7 Rebounds — Heath 20, Calloway 19. Turnovers — Heath H.
Calloway 10
Records — Heath 8.14, Calloway 9-13

throw shooting kept the margins close.
A fast-break bank shot by Harv Newton and an
outside jumper from Wells had lofted the Lakers to
a 21-18 lead, but free throws over the next two
minutes slipped Heath back in front, 22-21 before
Mike Ruccio's putback bucket restored Calloway's
lead.
Shane Shelby scored on an open layup to break
Heath's field goal drought, but Calloway got the lead
back on Wells' baseline jumper before Jordan closed the ledger on the half with another 3-point shot to
give the Pirates a 27-25 halftime lead.
But after Morris won the roses in a halftime drawing, the Lakers' defensive efforts bloomed, holding
Heath to five points in the third quarter and allowing
only nine fourth-quarter points.
Jones scored to tie the game with 6:30 left in the
third, but it was over two minutes before the next
score, with Armstrong hitting from the lane to give
the lead to the Lakers.
Jordan tossed up his last 3-point shot of the night
to give the Pirates a 30-29 lead, but after another
scoreless pause, Newton stole a pass and Stubblefield scored from outside.
Rice scored to give Heath a 32-31 edge, but Stubblefield hit from 3-point range with 1:03 left in the
third, then stripped the ball away from Heath and
scored on a layup for a 36-32 lead.
Heath would never lead again. Ruccio added a
free throw for a 37-32 Laker lead at the end of the
quarter, and, after Shelby scored for Heath at the
start of the fourth, Wells canned a ten-foot jumper
for Calloway and Stubblefield notched another trey
for a 42-34 gap.
Heath rallied on field goals from Jordan and Rice
to cut the lead to 42-38, but Stubblefield added
another outside shot for the Lakers and Wells scored
from the lane for a 46-38 edge, and the Lakers held
(Cont'd on page 9)

'88 Premier 4 Dr.
You ve Seen? On TV But-You ye Got To
See It In Person Full Size Room And Ride
41 MK/ Size Bargain Prices Properly
Eguipt With 15Q HP OHC V-6 Automatic
Overdrive Remote Power Locks Tilt
4ro/Fr.4 Stereo With Four Speakers
Pear Window Defroster "Tint Glass
Michelin Radials 1 7 Gal Fuel Tank 50,,
Reclin,og Bench Seat With Armrest Pius
More List Near '15.000

'88 Comanche
Olympic Edition
Short Bed With Pioneer Trim Power
Steering Power Brakes Carpet Cloth
Bench Seal Sliding Rear Window Step
Bumper Tint Glass AM/FM Stereo
Cassette 5 Spoke Aluminum Wheeis
Olympic Tape Stripes And Loads More
Save Over'l 600

$8g 190

*13,877

Monday Saturday
Feb. 22nd-27th
Men's Tailored Suits-Wool Blend Suits

895°

SALE $

'88 Comanche 4x4
Long Wheelbase Pioneer Loaded With
1 7 7 HP Six Automatic Power Steering
Power Brakes Air Cond Till AM/FM
Stereo Cruise Step Bumper Michelin x
Radials Spoke Wheels and Lots More
List 'IS 156

59

SALE $

When It comes to value...Expect the lest.
•••

•••• !Newel •...••

Cain's

oe• .

Reg $119.50

Polyester Suits
50

92,977
••

MOREHEAD, Ky. — Murray
State center Carl Sias has been a
role player all season long,
establishing himself as the team's
third-leading scorer and second.
leading rebounder. Saturday
night, however, the lanky center
assumed the role of team leader
and poured in 18 points while grabbing 10 rebounds, both season
highs, to lift the Racers to a 77-75
win over Morehead State.
Murray improved its Ohio
Valley Conference record to 10-1
and went to 15-8 overall. The
Racers also got some good news
from just a few miles down the
road in Richmond, where Eastern
Kentucky knocked off secondplace Austin Peay 100-86. The
Racers now lead Middle Tennessee (8-2 after a 92-87 win over
Tennessee State), APSU (8-3) and
Eastern (8-3), with three conference games remaining.
While Sias provided a needed lift
for the Murray offense, it was
guard Don Mann who provided the
heroics. Mann nailed two free
throws with just three seconds left
In a game that was much closer
than the teams' records would
suggest as Morehead slipped to
0-12 and 4-19.
The loss guaranteed Morehead
of a last-place finish in the OVC
and kept the nation's longest losing streak alive at 16 games.
The Racers led by as much as 16
points in the first 20 minutes and
built a 12-point margin in the second half. But the Eagles fought
their way hack into the contest
with the help of Murray turnovers
and the scoring of Michael Mason.
"You've got to credit Morehead
State," head coach Steve Newton
said. "They're hungry. They
played really well. Our turnovers
bothered me more than
anything."
While turnovers gave Morehead
the opportunity, it was Mason who
seized it, using quickness and
leaping ability to give the Racers a
scare. Mason's slam off an allyoop pass from Derrick Davis gave
Morehead its first lead of the contest at 70-69 with 6:01 remaining.
The dunk capped a stretch that
saw Morehead outscore Murray
25-13, bouncing back from a 56-44
deficit with 14:48 left.
Sias, however, answered with a
jumper from the right side to put
Murray back on top with 5:02
remaining.
Morehead's Tony Curry knocked in a 3-pointer to push the
Morehead lead back up 73-71, but
Mann knotted the ga ne with a
pair of free throws with 4:16 left
and put the Racers on top with a
layup at the 1:56 mark.
Morehead went to work on the
clock, scoring when Curry drove
the left side for a layup to tie the
score at 75 with only 12 seconds
left.
Murray called time out with
eight seconds left to set up Mann
for the game-winner.
"We told Don to penetrate as far
as he could, then look for Jeff
(Martin) or the shot," Newton
said. "We also told Carl to be
available since he had the hot
hand. Jeff was due to hit one."
Martin, the second-leading
scorer in the OVC,got off to a slug((ont'd on page 9)
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WHY WAIT
FOR YOUR
ilso
00 TAX REFUND
WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!

sit

Use HIM Block's Rapid Refund Program.

Reg -$89.50

*Noble Manor & Bardstown Labels Available
Open Mon -Sat 9-5 * Visa-MasterCard Availablp

Wholesale Stores Inc.
East South & 5th Sts.
Mayfield, Ky.
•

247-2757

•

It's available whether H&R Block prepares
your tax return or not.

IT'S FAST!

FOR BLOCK

For more details or to see if you qualify call H&R Block now.
Dixieland Shopping Center 713-9294
Open 9-6 weekdays 9-5 Sat.
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French skier does it 'his way'; world leaves U.S. behind
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Center of attention...
(Cont'd from page 8)
gish start, hitting only four of 11
shots in the first half. He was three
of seven in the second period while
scoring 14 points, his lowest output
of the season.
"When Jeff doesn't get his 30,
we struggle," Newton said. "We
were fortunate that Carl and
Terence Brooks were able to pick
up the slack for us."
Mann led the Racers with 21
points and eight assists. Brooks
came off the bench for 10 and
Chris Ogden had eight.
Morehead was led by Mason's
15. Davis chipped in 13 and Curry
and Roddy Peters had 11 each.
Murray was aided by 41 rebounds to Morehead's 27 and hit on
31 of 64 shots from the field and 11
of 13 free throws.
While the game gave the conference leaders a scare, Newton
said it was a positive game for his
club. -"A sign of a championship team
is to win the close ones," he said.
"When the offense lags, the

MURRAY ST.77
MOREHEAD ST.75
MURRAY STATE
Martin 7-18 0-0 14. Ogden 4-5 0-1 8, Sias 8-18 .-2 18.
Mann 7-16 4-4 21, King 2-6 0-0 4, Gold 0-0 0-0 0,
Brooks 2-8 5-6 10, McClatchey 0-1 0-0 0, Foeter 1-2
0-0 2
Totale 31-64 11-13 T7
MOREHEAD STATE
Rivers 1-8 0-0 2. Hale 4-80-08. Chaney 8-9 1-3 7
Curry 5-5 0-0 11. Mason 6-14 1-1 16. DILVIJI 5-7 2-2
IS, Peters 5-7 1-2 11, Turner 0-4 2-4 2. Matthews
2-2 0-0 4. Carrbrigton 1-1 0-0 2
Totals 32-64. 7-12 75
Halftime score—Murray State 40. Morehead
State 33 3-point goals—Murray Mate 4-10 ( Mann
3-8, King 0-1, Brooks 1-1.1 Morehead State 4-12
Mason 2-6, Curry 1-1, Davis 1-1, Rivers 0-2,
Peters 0-21 Fouled out—None Rebounds—Murray State 41 Slag 10). Morehead State 77
,Chaney 4 MASIOrl 4) Masts—Murray 20(Mann
8i Morehead 17 (Mason 5) Total fouls Murray
10, Morehead 15
Attendance-1,250

defense has to come through and it
did tonight."
The Racers will be shooting for
their first-ever undefeated road
season in the OVC when they visit
Eastern tonight. Murray closes its
conference season with home
games against Tennessee Tech,
Feb. 27, and Middle Tennessee,
Feb. 29

had," Piccard, 24, said
Piccard, who has a brother named after John F. Kennedy and other
siblings named after Americans, had not been having a very good year
until he arrived in Calgary. Coming back from serious injuries, he had
no victories on the World Cup tour but earned a bronze last week in the
downhill.
There were 40,000 fans and plenty of thrills at the women's aerial
freestyle skiing but no official medals to be won. Melanie Palenik of Littleton, Colo., vaulted and twisted to victory in the demonstration event,
followed by Sonja Reichart of West Germany and Carin Hernskog of
Sweden.

Track
School records fall for Lady Racers
School records continue to fall
for the Murray State University
women's track team and two
members of the MSU squad keep
their sights set on qualifying for
the national championships
following weekend action in the
University of Illinois Classic.
Competing against 26 teams including Big 10, Mid-America and
SEC conference squads, the Lady
Racers posted two first-place
finishes and two school records
during the weekend. "We did a
heck of a job," MSU womens.
track coach Margaret Simmons
said. "With two firsts, a third,
fourth and fifth against that kind
of field."
Diane Woodside posted a firstplace finish and new school record
in the triple jump with a leap of
39-4, and Simmons noted Woodside
needs to improve by less than two
inches to be within reach of the na-

tional championships.
Meanwhile, Nina Funderburk is
about three seconds away from
the nationals, Simmons said, after
winning the 800-meter run in
2:11.62.
The other school record that fell
was in the 55-meter dash, as
Jennie Kelly ran a 7.39 to set the
new mark.
In other results, Amy Anderson
finished third in the high jump
while Kelly placed sixth in the
event. Woodside was fourth in the
long jump, and the 4x880 relay
team of Cathy Mueller, Jenny Edmonds, Mollie Poehlein and
Funderburk was fifth overall.
Jackie Murzynowski placed ninth
in the 3000-meter run.
The Lady Racers will compete
this weekend in the OVC's "unofficial" indoor championship, the
oyc Indoor Invitational at Middle
Tennessee State.

Calloway uses defense.

••

(C,ont'd from page 8)
on for the 48-41 final.
"It wasn't a piece of art, but
after the last two losses this was a
good one to win," Morris said,
crediting the Lakers for their roleplaying performances.
"We weren't real aggressive in
the first half," Morris said, noting
the Lakers' one offensive rebound
in the first two quarters, "but in
the second half we executed a lot
better. We weren't clicking offensively but we picked up our intensity on defense."
Morris noted Stubblefield's efforts on both sides of the game.
"Chad really responded to the
challenge in the second half, hitting key shots in key situations."
Morris said. "But I also have to
give credit to him for the job he

did on (Jamie) Jones." Stubblefield shut Jones out on only two
shots after the Pirate _ speedster
scored 25 against the Lakers in an
earlier meeting this season.
The Lakers, now 9-13, meet
Christian County tonight in
Hopkinsville.
Calloway County senior Tracy
Banks was named the school's
1988 Basketball Homecoming
queen at halftime of the junior
varsity game.
Cliff Curd scored 12 points in
junior varsity action as the Lakers
picked up a 45-34 win.

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
f,8.1

1•4

Farm State Farm Insurance Companies
State
•
insurance" Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
—

Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
1. Pct.
14
802
36 16
Boston
440
22 28
Philadelphia
388
'New York
19 3.0
388
19 30
Washington
238
12 30
New Jersey
(entre! Division
635
33 19
Atlanta
633
31 18
I ,etrott
577
,.hicago
30 22
560
28 22
Indiana
551
27 22
Milwaukee
528
28 26
,leveland
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L Pct.
W
860
33 17
612
30 19
Houstor.
502
29 20
I ienver
529
27 24
Ctah
396
19 29
San Antonio
314
18 35
Sacramento
Pacific Division
824
9
I. A Lakers
42
600
30 20
Portland
509
27 28
Seattle
320
34
16
Phoenix

GB
13
154
154
234

3
1
5k,

271 274
13 35
Golden State
220 304
11 39
L A Clappers
Saturday's Games
Seattle 113, New Jersey 101
Houston 115, Washington 100
Utah 120, Los Angeles Clippers 103
Phoenix 128, Denver 108
Sunday's GWYN..
Cleveland 113 ChicagoIll
Milwaukee 120. Philadelphia 115, OT
Los Angeles Lakers 117. Detroit 110
Indiana 130, Sacramento 112
Atlanta 129, Seattle 113
Portland 117 San Antonio 112
Monday's Games
New York vs Boston at Hartford. 7 30
m
Phoenix at Della', 8 30 p m
Philadelphia at Houston. 8 30 p m
Washington at Denver 9 30 p m
San Antonio at Golden State. 10'30 p m
Tuesday's Games
Portland at New Jersey, 7 30 pm
Milwaukc, at New York, 7 30 p m
Indiana at Atlanta. 7 30 p.m
Seattle at Chicago 8 30 p m
Washington at Los Angeles Lakers, 10 30
m
Detroit at Sacramento, 10- 30 p m

fiB
24
34
64
13
174

16
254

EAST
Penn St 78, St Joseph's 52
Siena 44 Cent Connecticut St 79
SOUTH
Clemson 65, Virginia 62
Temple 83. North Carolina 66
MIDWEST
••••••-,n8,”

Missouri 92 Oklahoma St 70
Nebraska 75, Colorado 87
North Dakota 68. N Dakota St. 61
Purdue 96, Indiana 85
Washington, Mo 81. Millsaps 72
FAR WEST
Oregon 73. Washington St 66
431
California
71,
Stanford

808

Transactions
Terry McGriff, catcher, to one-year
contracts.
LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Signed
Gilberto Reyes, catcher, to a one-year
contract
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
LOS ANGELES LAKERS—Placed
Michael Cooper guard. on the injured list
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Recalled Randy Wood, forward. from Springfield of the
American Hockey League
NEW YORK RANGERS—Recalled Mark
TInordi, defenseman. from Colorado of the
International Hockey League
VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Recalled
David Bruce, right wing. from Fredericton
of the AIllerIC•11 Hockey League. -COLLEGE
VIRGINIA—Suspended John Johnson.
guard, from the basketball team indefinitely
for falling a drug test

BASE WALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Signed Carl
Nichols. catcher. Pete StanIcek infielder
and Jim Trebel., outfielder to one-year
contracts
BOSTON RED SOX—Agreed to terms with
Mitch Johnson, Mike Rochford and Eric
Hetzel, pitchers. and Kevin Romme outfielder, on one-year contracts
KANSAS CITY ROYALS —Sign4d Julio
Cruz, second baseman, to a one•year contract with Omaha of the American
Association
Ni439onlia League
ATLANTA BRAVES—Announced they are
not renewing the contract of Johnny Sain.
scout
CHICAGO CUBS—Signed Jeff Hirsch. pitcher. Darrin Jackson, outfielder, and Mark
Grace, first baseman to one-year contracts
CINCINNATI REDS—Signed Norm
Charlton and Rob Dibble, pitchers, and

Larry Krouse Insurance
739-9888

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
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Middle school basketball

Lady Eakers down Mayfield for Fourth District title
Calloway County's Lady Lakers
continued heir domination of middle school basketball with a 42-33
win over Mayfield Friday night,
claiming the Fourth District title
for the fifth time in the past eight
years in what coach Pete
O'Rourke called "the best game of
the season."
"We just jumped on them defensively and created some turnovers," O'Rourke said. "We
were ready to play and, I guess,
they weren't."
The Lady Lakers, 15-1, took a
24-5 lead into halftime, thanks to
good defense as Christie Lambert
held Mayfield's leading scorer,
Terri Payne, to just two free
throws in the first two quarters
and seven points for the game.
Julie Waldrop led the Lady
Lakers with 16 points on 8-of-12
shooting. The Calloway center
also grabbed eight rebounds.
Darra Mitchell had eight points,
four steals, three assists and two
rebounds and Krista Stalls added
six points to her five steals and
four rebounds
41Ik

SPECIAL:
Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich &
French Fries

Lambert, Ann Paul and Jennifer
Catherson added four points
apiece. Catherson and Paul had
eight and six rebounds,
respectively.
Mayfield was led by Patricia
Powers' 14 points.
The Lady Lakers were
hampered throughout the game
with foul trouble as Mayfield,
playing on its home court, shot 23
free throws and Calloway only
seven. But the Lady Lakers pro-

Prices
good
through
Feb.
25

Hardware

Weekly Special

cn
Heat & Strip
Strips melts shrinks
dries and thaws

Feb.
Open till 9 p.m.

Magnet finds nails and studs

The Murray Ledger & Times annual Profile edition MI be published the last week of
March bringing you a comprehensive overview
of Murray and its business and services.
"Profile is one of the most useful tools we
have in the promotion of the Murray and
Calloway County areas,"says Chamber of
Commerce executive director Steve Zea. "It
represents the complete business community
and provides the most up-to-date information
available."

Be a part of Profile '88

Call
The Murray
Ledger & Times
Advertising
Department
753-1916
Today

UNION
399

6" folds graduated by 16thc
on both sides 4460-6
849-434e

Special

Magnetic
Stud Finder

Profile '88

Round*. Shovel
a 12" blade with rolled
step 9" socket with 43"
handle NIFPAR243 5393139

Serving You Since 1955

MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY

T.J's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
>I

•

•
•

easily *47-400 695-7623

622-2145

6' Folding Rule

$219
22-27
Good

Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

tected the ball, committing only 10
turnovers, to build an insurmountable lead that carried them to the
championship.
"It's been a great season. It's
been a team effort all year."
O'Rourke said, after guiding his
troups to eight trips to the championship game in his nine years at
CCMS."To win 15 ballgames is an
accomplishment. The kids
prepared well for this last game
and they were ready for it."

ACE
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CALGARY, Alberta AP — A French skier named after Frank
Sinatra did it his way, Soviet hockey players skated closer to gold, and
the world again left the United States behind in the Winter Olympics.
It would have taken a miracle for the U.S. hockey team to win a medal,
but they used up their quota for the decade in 1980 and went down to
defeat 4-1 against West Germany on Sunday.
The Debacle on Ice knocked the Americans out of medal contention for
the second consecutive Olympics after they won the gold eight years
ago.
"We played well; we didn't always play wisely," said U.S. Coach Dave
Peterson. "The world didn't end. We only lost a hockey game."
The Soviets not only won a hockey game, 6-1 over tough
Czechoslovakia, they also became the only team in the tournament with
a perfect 5-0 record.
"If the Russians continue playing like they did today, I don't think
they'll find a worthy opponent in the tournament," said Czech Coach Jan
Starsi.
The day began with promise for the U.S. team but ended once more
with no medals. The Americans were stuck at three while the Soviets
moved up to 16, the East Germans held at 10 and Austria and
Switzerland each notched their sixth.
The memory of Brian Boitano's figure skating gold and Eric Flaim's
speed skating silver on Saturday lingered sweetly in the U.S. camp on
Sunday morning.
But U.S. fortunes changed as quickly as the fickle weather shifted
from balmy to bone-chilling. Temperatures are expected to keep dropping today as American hopes for a fourth medal rest on speed skater
Bonnie Blair of Champaign, Ill., in the 500 meters.
Franck Piccard of France, who grew up in the Alps but was named
after Sinatra by admiring parents, won the super giant slalom and his
country's first ski gold since Jean-Claude Killy in 1968.
Helmut Mayer of Austria won the silver, and Lars-Boerje Eriksson of
Sweden took the bronze. The highest U.S. finisher was No. 18 Tiger Shaw
of Stowe, Vt.
"I came here to live great moments. This is the biggest I have ever

-Good service.
g-ood coverage.
good price' That's

208 E. Main

753-3361
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Bid Notice

BID NOTICE

THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL RECEIVE
SEALED BIDS FOR THE FOLLOWING
LINES OF INSURANCE COVERAGE:
A. Real & Personal Property,
General Fund
B. Real & Personal Property, Utilities
C. Automobile Liability & Physical
Damage
D. Comprehensive General Liability
E. Mobile Equipment
F. Public Officials Liability
G. Law Enforcement Liability
H. Bond (s)
I. Umbrella Liability
Specifications may be obtained at the City
Clerk's Office, 207 S. 5th Street, Murray,
Ky., Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Bids will be accepted until May 25, 1988,
1:00 p.m., City Council Chambers.
Jo Crass, City Clerk

Read the want ads daily

The City of Murray will accept sealed
bids for painting the ceilings of the Main
Fire Station, 207 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky. The area to be painted
may be inspected from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Monday through Friday, with
specifications available in the City
Clerk's office.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

2

has

Jewelry Repair
& Cleaning

2

N

ef.3 c

2 .Notice

e

THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky, 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
TRANSFER your SMM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Free pick-up and delivery. Call Donna Dar
nell, Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.
WE have special prices
on coffee mugs, summer caps, pens, yardsticks. bumper stickers,
calendars and many
other advertising
specialty items. Contact
Jim & Helen Cain at
(502) 759-1602. "You feel
no pain when you buy
from Cain."

NEED temporary or
permanent office help?
Let Offices Extras help
you find the most
qualified person for the
job. Call (502) 753-5650
FOR Stanley home
products call Martha
Hutchens, 435-4322. Ask
about specials with free
Valentine gift

sell your
old baby
carriage and
much, much more?

Missed
Your
Paper?

Call the Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916
To Place Your Ad

Call
753-1916
5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon -Fri.
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

Necklaces rings
bracelets & etc

Ask for Jenny
753-2380

THAT'S WHY '
I M TAK1N6
TI415 MAP TO SCHOOL..

EARN excellent money
in home assembly work.
Jewelry, toys and
others. FT & PT
available. Call today!
1-518-459-3535 (toll refundable) ext. B973,
24hrs.
GET paid for reading
books! $100 per title.
Write: Pase-1871, 161 S.
Lincolnway, N. Aurora,
11 60542.
Now accepting ap
plications Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday at The Seafood
Express.
RETIRED teachers/
homemakers 15-20
flexible hours pays $100
weekly. Qualified bonus
plus draw. Show our
educational materials
to interested parents.
No sales experience
necessary. E.O.E. Fulltime management
position also available.
443-6016.
WANTED: Drivers.
Must be 18 years of age.
Have own vehicle and
proof of insurnace.
Apply in person:
Dominos Pizza, 810
Chestnut.
WORK OPPORTUNITY FOR WOMEN
BETWEEN 19-40
YEARS OLD. PLENTY
WORK. Call for appointment 492-8806
(code-a-phone) or write
P.O. Box 671, Murray,
Ky, 42071.

per hr.

(Apply In Person)

ATTENTION TRUCK
DRIVERS WITH FLATBED TAILERS- for sale 1/2 price or less, tarps,
chains, binders, nylon
straps. Call 492-8806 or
write P.O. Box 671,
Murray, Ky.

Fashion Bug
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
E.O.E.
NEED 3 ladies to work
from their home 10
hours per week. Earn
$75-$100 per week. For
interview send name
and phone # to P.O. Box
252, Murray, Ky. 42071.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:3012:00 5 days a week.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
the
newer
of
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree isesi claim service"

6. Help Wanted

9. Situation

NEED an occasional
babysitter to watch 2
small boys in the Elm
Grove area. Call 7536919 after 6P.M.
NOW accepting applications for CMA's
(certified medication
aide) for Marshall
County Hospitals Long
Term Care Facility.
Submit application to,
Personnel, Marshall
County Hospital, 503
Geo McClain Drive,
Benton, Kentucky 42025.

Innovative Murray agency
seeking additional
reservationists

Excellent advancement
opportunity and incentive
rewards!

The Vacation
Station, Ltd.

10. Business Opportunity
CROWING transportation company has excel
lent opportunity for
manager of service de
partment. Both car and
truck experience needed.
Must be sales oriented
and good people mana
ger. Excellent salary,
bonus and fringes. Write
Box 664, Murray, Kentucky 42071 giving back
ground and experience.

753-TRIP

By GARY LARSON

OF A
MAP 15 IT?

WHAT KIND

FREE FASHION
STORE BROCHURE
Open your own $13.99

NANCY

YOU W.A1..Lc
00 175,K.E.
TERRIEM.E
PICTURES,
DONT 430 7

(and less) ladies' or
children's apparel store
featuring hundreds of
top name brands for the
incredible price of
$13.99 and less (values
to $50.00). $19,975 includes inventory, fixtures, 3/
1
2 days of instore training, supplies, 2
day buying trip and
more. Also, ask about
our new $19.99 (and
less) men's department
and shoe department.
Call
Marianna Fashions
1-904-785-4111
anytime.
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WHAT 16 IT, GARFIELD?!15 THERE
A THIEF? IS THE HOUSE ON FIRE?!

"Dollar to a doughnut it's
them Cyclops brothers again"

WORSE1THE
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REFRIGERATOR 15 DOTI

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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I CAN'T HELP IT!
MY FINGERS ARE
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HERE A LONG
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FINGERS UP GOOD
BEFORE YOU TYPE
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ORDERS

1 Landed
5 Periods of
time
9 Dorothy, to
friends
12 Rockfish
13 Simple
14 Personal
pension fund .
init
15 Carp
17 Grand -Station
19 Martini
ingredients
21 Eye
amorously
22 Egyptian
sacred bull
24 Forward
25 Saloon stock
26 Shellac
ingredient
27 Be present
29 Cl-T linkup
31 Former Coin
of India
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Hebrew letter
Note of scale
Fruit seed
Tin symbol
Attack
violently
38 Airline info
39 Exist
40 That thing
41 Projecting
tooth
42 "God's
Little --''
44 Items of
property
46 Chewy candy
48 Ingenuous
51 The self
52 City in Russia
54 "Terrible"
tsar
55 Stitch
56 Attitude
57 Lairs
32
33
34
35
36
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Japanese
Currency
9 Funeral
psalm
10 Mr. Roberts
11 Story
16 XVII x III
18 "The
Greatest
Story Ever

3 Statement
of goods
purchased
4 Heads or
5 Printer's
measure
6 Lately used
7 War god
8 Unit of
11

20 Ballots
/2
22 Mountains of
14
13111
Europe
23 Ache
15
17
25 Dye plant
lil
27 Part of
1
19
21
church
28 Sends forth
22
21
29 Ms Moreno
ill
30 Antlered
26
27
animal
34 Musingly
ill
32 MI
33
thoughtful
I
36 Region
ill
15
37 Passageways
39 "Broken -"
III
41 Sedate
ira
42 "Easy III
lUll
43 Actor
42 43
Nicholas 44 Danish island
48
481111 45 Hall an em
NM
il
47 Cleaning
device
51 11
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IIIllI 49 A Johnson
ill
55
58
50 Abstract
being
ill•
ce-' 1958 United Feature Syndicate 53 French article
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Situation
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24.

Wanted

5 8H1
Indus

CHILDCARE in Har
din. Experienced, car
ing and dependable
Meals and snacks fur
nished Have openings
Call me at 437 4678

r-AT

Marc
ring,
LAR
selei
build
i mm
Ac r
Bull
Ky. 5

10. Business Opportunity
Steel
Building
Dealership with IAa(or ManufacturerSales S. Engineering
support. Starter ads
furnished. Some
areas taken.

JIM

rOOM
$29.95
24 r
teles(
Wa I
down
1I177:
15K
best
5P.M

Cali (303)759-3200
Ext. 2401

MIT

1 1 . Instruction

ALL
truck
753-1:

7671

chain
4W I
T r a(
.- Road
•: UST/
very
' Stoke
_

Train to be- a
TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
Start locally, full time
time. Train on live airline
computers. Home study and
resident Inning. Financial
aid available. Job placement
assistance. National Hdqtrs
Lighthouse Pt., FL.
A.C.T. THAN'EL SCHOOL
1

7

Accredited member NHS('

1 4 . Want to Buy
20 TO 100 acres within 5
miles of Murray. Prefer
North or Southwest
school districts.
436-5463
SET of good used bunk
beds. 753-6356 after
5P.M.
WANTED to buy stand
ing timber, large or
small tracts. Call any
time 901-498-8757.
WANT to buy outboard
motor, between 515 h.p
long or regular shaft Call
753-2649 or 75.3-1914.
15. Articles for Sale
CAMOUFLAGE army
pants and jackets;
army boots; insulated
coveralls; Walker work
boots; and Herman
Survivors. Jerry's
Sporting Goods, 6th and
Wlanut, Mayfield.
MOVING must sellTappin 20'' range;
Kalvinator refrigerator,
self defrosting with ice
maker; Frigidaire air
conditioner 8. living room
suite. All in good condition. 753-3593.

25.

=I"

taste]
to tr
corn
issuei
days
tranf
prep
anoth
prep
tarn
part
Joyce
489 2
menl
rates

PRE
Wrig
ion.
appo
comb
7771Z
Servi
troni
proce
18 d
peri
Shop
1425.

26.
F751:"
1

port
play
attrai
753.7
=Al
watt
only
Murr
7538'
ErAl
consc
$53
Rent.

16, Home Furnishings
2 BUNK bed mattresses, $50. 759-1452.
OAK bunk beds, $40;
half and full size Oak
beds, 110 each, used
carpet.'1374731.
18. Sewing

Machines

USED Singer sewing
machine, sews perfect,
fully guaranteed. Full
cash price, $29.50. Call
Martha Hopper
474-8015.
22

14 USED metal exterior
doors, $10 each. Call 753
8221 between
9a.m lla.m or 12 2p.m.
M F.
1/5 CARAT diamond
earrings for sale Prac
tically brand new Call
Scott Wilson at 753 0586.
)
1 .8H13 Mercury out
board, good condition;
small woodstove, re
conditioned with 4 sec
tions of double insulated
pipe; 1975 Olds Cutlass
442, runs well; GE
electric dryer. 753-9852.
DOOKCASE headboard
waterbed, queen size.
Also, 1975 Chevy
pickup, 350 engine 759
9422.
BRAND new Kalvinator
stove, almond color, used
3 months. Spotless. $275.
753-0571.
CHAIN saw bars 20" for
Homelite, Stihl and
McCullouh saws, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Also, tree removing 30
tears experience 436
2758 or 436 2562
I R EWOOD Seasoned
Oak. Delivered and
stacked or you pick up
Charles Barnett 753
5476
Used
FOR sale
furniture couches;
chairs; beds; dressers;
chest, bedroom suites;
tables and chairs;
school desk, pots and
pans; dishes; used ap
pliances, refrigerators;
ranges, washers;
dryers, freezers; color
Tv's; blankets and
QUiltS. George Madge
and Sons, Dixieland
Shopping Center,
Phone 753 4669
GANDY professional
pool table, excellent
condition 753 0517

r

.4
loci
I bi
reli
$46

Musical

LOWREY G/500 or
gan, only 14 months old,
excellent condition,
sells new for $14,995 will
sell for $45200. Serious
inquires only. 753-8711.
USED upright practice
piano. 753-0967.
24. Miscellaneous

ILI:121U2211MIL___
LOTTA
TYPING
ERRORS

Wanted

I will keep and care for
a lady in my home in
Hazel. Experienced.
Good references. 4928510.
WILL sit with elderly
person. Will also do
light house work. Experienced. Call after
4P.M. 753-3264.
WILL take care of sick
or elderly person. $3.50
per hour or $700 per
month. Phone 759-9233.

Travel Agent
Experienced

THE FAR SIDE

PEANUTS

6. Help Wanted

20-25 hrs. per
week Must be
available mornings & evenings.
Benefits Available
Retail Sales
experience preferred.

$3.70

raIM-•
c

DON'T KNOW ENOUGH
ABOUT GEOGRAPHY..

Wanted

Part-time
position
available

Roy's Discount
Pharmacy

Olympic Plaza

yo easily find millions in
Where c
your old car, find a
sell
estate,
real
better paying job, find your lost
bank book, make a good buy
on an antique lamp, locate
a good carpenter who
can repair your porch,

OUR TEACHER SAYS WE

Help

6
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26. TV -Radio

19
GO carts, go carts. LEASE TO OWN
Stokes Tractor, color TV, $28 a month
5 8HP
Murray Rental & Sales
Industrial Road.
LADIES 1/2 karaf 753-8201
Marquis shaped diamond LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a
ring and band. 759 1293.
Murray Rental
LARGE, large, large month
selection of storage & Sales. 753-8201.
buildings in stock for RENT to own a VCR
from us in January or
immediate delivery
Acree Portable February for $10 a week
Buildings, Mayfield, and recieve 52 free
movie rentals. Call
Ky. 502-247- 7831.
6 753-7670 or 753-4663.
MARTIN houses
room, $19.99; 12 room, RENT to own a TV
S29.99; 18 room, $44.99; during January or
24 room, $59.99. 14' February, get a VCR
telescoping pole $29.99. free for a week. Call for
Wallin Hardware, details 753-7670 or 753
4663.
downtown, Paris, Tn.
ROYAL copy machine,
15K per month. $1000 or
best offer. 492 8595 after 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
5P.M.
14x70 WINDSOR, very
RUBBER bed mats for good condition. Call 435ALL makes of pick - up ,
610 or 435-4568.
trucks. Stokes Tractor 1979 ATLANTIC trailer,7531319.
14x65 furnished, 2 beSERVICE all brands of drooms, 1 1/2 baths,
and
3
Also,
chain saws.
1976 Midas
$7000
4 wheelers. Stokes Volunteer camper, 21',
Tractor, Industrial sleeps 6, gas or electric,
Road.
$3500. Phone 489-2744.

30

Business

Rentals

10x50 BUILDING on
North 4th with air
compressor and gas
heat, 4 overhead doors.

753.3018.
14x50 BUILDING with
gas heat and air in
Dixieland Shopping
Center on Chestnut.
Directly adjacent to
MSU campus. 753-3018.
ATTRACTIVE office
space at 715 S. 12th,
central heating and air,
carpeted, paneled, front
and side entrance, nice
storage room, plenty of
parking, neat Bel Air
mall. $395 per month
including water. 1 - 4423 1 3 1 , call collect
Paducah.
RETAIL space for
lease
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center. Addressinquiries to: P.O.
Box 4 1 or call 753-6575.

Building For Rent
On Court Square.
$150.00 a month.
Deposit Required.

34

Houses for

Miierray Ledger & Times
Rent

OLDER 4 bedroom
brick home in Kirksey
$ 2 0 0 per month
436-2165.
TO lease: beautiful 3 be.
droom, 2 bath, brick
house in Panorama
Shores. Fireplace and
many other extras Cam
901 479.260,4 after 4p m

47.Motorcycles
1986 VIRAGO 1100,
showroom new, 1200
miles

with

extra

equipment. 753 7718
after 4:30P.M.
1986 YI 80 Yamaha,
newly rebuilt, $550. 1984
RM 125, Suzuki, newly
rebuilt, $500. 753 4814.

49.Used Cars
36. For Rent or Lease
104 CHEVROLET Bel
' trailer,
aiTy, Air, good transporta40 VAN(
42' trailer for storage
purposes. 502 753 5562.

tion, PS, PB, air, 350
small block engine.
$400. 436-2518.
1974 MERCURY Capri,

113 ACRES of cropland
for rent near Cherry
Corner. Phone 436 2569.

$700. 73,446 miles, 4
cylinder, nice car. Call
after 4:30P.M. 753-4530.

or monthly.
Also, for rent or lease

weekly

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to 10X30
753-5562 If no answer
753-6078, 753-0998

1976 DELTA 88 Olds. P.S.,
P.B., AM/FM radio. De
pendable. 1800. 753-6211
after 5p.m.
1976 FORD Mercury
Cougar, 351 engine, 2
door, 76,xxx miles. $700
or best reasonable of

fer. 753-2860.
1977 FORD LTD
'ation wagon; 1979
37. Livestock -Supplies
Chrysler New Yorker.
Call 753.1916.
USED 55 gallon drums
SIMMENTAL and Also, 1975 F-150 pick-up
Ask for Tod Cialanay.
very good condition.
Simbrah bulls
Per- truck, 1 ton, super cab.
for
Rent
Homes
Mobile
28.
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
formance & semen 753-0967 after 5P.M.
Rent
2 BEDROOM on private 31.Want to
tested. Excellent qual- 197/ GRAND Prix,
25. Business Services
lot 1/2 mile from city HOUSE must have
ity. $650 ft up. Cadiz, loaded, $1300. Also, 1975
C13-360T Honda, new
GET your tax refund limits, near university
Ky. 522-8794.
basement, need by May
Natural gas. 753-4524.
engine, $400. 901-247
faster! We're equipped
1 Call 753-4809
38. Pets-Supplies
5115.
to transmit to IRS by 2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
computer. Refunds unfurnished, some new 32. Apts for Rent
AKC Registered black 1977 MONTE Carlo,
issued in average of 18 furniture, natural gas1 BEDROOM apart- Labrador male puppies. power & air, AM/FM
days last year! We can electric, air conPrice negotiable. Call cassette, new tires, exment, 1/4 mile from
transmit if I do the
ditioned. Shady Oaks Campus. Water Paid. 753-8441 or 82)1278 after cellent condition inside &
preparation, you or 753-5209.
out, $1095. 'See at UnNo pets. No children. 6P.M.
another preparer. Now DOUBLE wide- near
$155 per month. BLUE Heeler puppies, iversity Gulf, 16th &
preparing individual, Ky. Lake, furnished,
753-5990.
born Jan. 4th, $40. Call Chestnut.
farm, business and
deposit required. Pur
1977 WHITE Buick Regal
apar- 436-2535.
bedroom
2
OR
1
partnerships. Call chase option. 753-8964.
sedan. 759-1293.
starts at
rent
tments,
Joyce Noel Tax Service NORTHWIND Mobile
1978 GRAND Prix,
water included. 4 3 . Real Estate
$144,
489 2440 for appoint
Home Park on North Murray Manor Ltd. cell APPROXIMATELY / Pontiac, locally owned,
ment, information or
16th Street now has 753 - 8668 from 1/2 acres of lakefront excellent condition.
rates.
trailer lots for rent. 9A.M.-3P.M., Monday on main body of lake. $2300. 753 9357 after
INCOME TAX 753-91366.
through Friday. Equal An excellent, wooded 5P.M.
PREPARATION Joyce TRAILER for rent. ReHousing Opportunity.
building site. Southeast 1980 BUICK Century
Wright, Ernie Goodg ferences please. Call FURNISHED apart- of Murray near Hamlin wagon, 1 owner, air
ion. 753-4089, 753-6251 by
Dill's Trailer Court 759- ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms. and Chandler Park. Ken conditioner, power
appointment. 26 years 1577.
No children. No pets. Shores Estates, P.O. locks, cruise, intercombined experience.
Zimmerman Apart- Box 656, Murray, KY mittent wipers, rear
MIKE Hodge's Tax
widow defog, $1750.
ments, South 16th St., (502)753- 7531.
Service offering elec kOPPERUD Realty 437-4848.
753-6609.
tronic filing. Refunds
MOBILE HOME
MUR-Cal apts 11;177 offers a complete range 1980 CUTLASg
processed in average of
REPAIR
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. of Real Estate services Supreme, white, 2 door,
18 days. 11 years exInterior & Exterior
with a wide selection of half vinyl roof, air,
Now renting. Equal
perience. Southside
Doors windows
Housing Opportunity. quality homes, all AM/FM cassette
Shopping Center, 759
Vinyl Skirting Gutters
prices. 753-1222, toll free stereo, 91,000 miles.
759-4984.
1425.
$2500. Excellent condi
Installed
NICELY furnished 1 1-800-251 HOME Ext.
Leveling, plumbing
26. TV -Radio
and 711L for courteous, tion. 435- 4596.
bedroom
2
and
sagged roofs 8 floors
single rooms for rent, competent Real Estate
19" color
FOR sale
repaired
Need An Extra Car
located near campus. service. We make buyBest
prices, quality results"
portable, looks and
For A Few Days?
ing & selling Real
after
753-6111,
Days
Lattice
from
Decks
91110
plays good. Modern
Estate easy for you.
753-0606.
5P.M.
"t F.
Csellf• At
"Factory
Expedratos
attractive cabinet. $135
&Wang I Servrefrog
REASONABLY priced 44. Lots for Sale
753 7439.
TAYLOR
DWAIN
Walks Homes."
one bedroom apart126
LEASE TO OWN
*PHONE(502)44241418•
CHEVROLET. INC.
ment, low utilities, no 1/2 ACRE lake lot in
watt stereo system,
area restricted to
pets. 753-3949.
502-7 5 3-261 7
only $53 per month.
29. Heating and Cooling
TAKING applications homes only. Lot is
Murray Rental & Sales,
excessable, level and
753 8201.
kEROSENE heaters' for Section 8. Rent with trees, excellent 1980 MERCURY Bobcat, Al condition inside
25" 9400 BTU radiant Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
LEASE TO OWN
BR. Apply Hilldale building site. Resonably and out, 54,000 miles. 1
console TV with remote, $89.99; 19,600 BTU conpriced Owner financing
Ky.
Hardin,
Apts.,
owner, air, automatic,
Murray
vection $109.99. Wallin
$53 a month
Equal Housing available. Ken Shores PS, good tires 901 642
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Rental & Sales 753 8201.
Estates 753-7531.
Opportunity.
1160.
WNW) LOT, right off
vsw
1980 MGB Limited Edi33. Rooms for Rent
lake in Pine Crest
tion, collectors item,
ROOMS for rent: Col- Resort. $2900. 753-6399 great shape. 1980 Cita
41001
or
7539525.
lege students boys
tion, 71,000 miles, ps, pb,
only. 1626 Hamilton FOR sale by owner- Lof air, great shape. Call at
or
for
home
mobile
for
Ave. Call collect ask
tel 6p.m. 753-8718.
building site. Located in
Dave 1-247-4366.
1981. BUICK Riviera,
Baywood Vista Submileage high 50's. Call
34 Houses for Rent
division on Kentucky
Accent on value! Economical and conveniently
492-8864.
Septic___lank
and
Lake.
located. New roof in '88, new carpet in '87. 3-BR,
/ BR house on Pine Bluff
driveway. Immediate 1982 MONTE Carlo,
Shores. Call 753-9386, 753I bath. Cozy winter evenings by the fireplace;
possession. Call Bob at good condition, $2200.
4509.
753-50/4 after 5P.M.
relaxed summer evenings on the deck. Only
753-7668 or 753-0697.
LY N Grove area, LARGE lake lot, 1982 PLYMOUTH Re$48,000
cedar siding, 3 beutilities, asking $4000 or liant, $1800. 759-1262
Call MTG/Better Homes
drooms, city water,
trade for lot in Murray 1982 PONTIAC LE,
wood or electric heat.
68,000 miles. $2750 492vicinity. 753-579/.
& Gardens 753-4000
$250 per month
8884.
362-2882.
46. Homes for Sale
1983 CAVALIER wagonPS, PB, air, tilt, cruise,
8 ROOM, split level with reclining seats, excelutility, 2 baths and lent condition, 82,000
double carport
miles. $2500 firm. 751
753-5358.
9785.
Saturday, February 27, 10:00•.m., Host Shearer's Goose Paradise, Oscar, Ballard Coun/ BEDROOM house in 1984 RENAULT Ancore,
ty. Kentucky. SO acre Cooper Field, Hunting Lodge, 7,000 Goose Decoys, Free Drawing
country 18 miles north 2 door, PS, PB, AC,
for new Remington 1107 Water Fowler Special Shotgun.
on Hwy 121) Will AM/FM cassette_ Call
KenOscar,
at
Wickliffe
of
North
miles
LOCATION: 31 miles Rest of Paducah, 12.5
consider trade for nice after 6P.M. 436-2165.
tucky. adjoining the Ballard County Wildlife Management Area.
mobile home_ $8000. 1985 CHEVROLET
This farm joins the Ballard County Waterfowl Refuge, which encompasses 8.000
Call 753-9866.
Celebrity, 23,000 miles,
acres. The refuge was established in 1967 and now Ballard County is known as the
/ BEDROOM, kitchen PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
new goose capital of the world, and is an outstanding winter stopover for as many
remodeled, 75x150 lot, 2 AM/FM, tilt. Extra
as 80.000 to 100,000 geese, as well as many thousands of ducks, each year
car detached garage. nice! $7000. Call after
This farm Is located approximately 10 air miles from Horseshoe Lake Game
505 S 9th St. Reasona- 5P.M. 753-5279.
Will sell 1986 BLACK Z 2A
Reserve, across the Ohio River. and 4 air miles from the new 2.500 Acre Swan Lake
bly priced
In addition to the nearby Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, there are many lakes in the
some furniture
Camaro, loaded,
area near the farm. One of the favorite water holes in the bottom for waterfowl com759-9958.
$10,000. 759.1953 after
ing into the refuge is Mitchell Lake. which is located less than one mile from the farm
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath 5P.M.
brick home near Ben- 1986 CUTLASS Ciera
There is a modem, rustic hunting lodge, a restaurant, a waterfowl processing plant,
Barlow,
a
with
Kentucky
ton. Phone 527 9932 Brougham, 9000 miles,
grocery store and churches located at nearby Oscar.
population of approximately 800 is located 644 miles south of this farm This area
after 5P.M.
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
is serviced by the Paducah Regional Airport, which is located Just 17 miles east of
A careful buyers AM/FM, tilt $8900.
property
the
dream. Almost new 2 Extra sharp! 753-5279
level home on 46 plus after 5P.M.
Not only is tbrilarm located in•waterfowler's paradise, but this area has proved
acres. Large barn, 1986 MERCURY
to be one of the best, whitetail deer areas in the state of Kentucky, with many trophy
ponds and more. Call Marquis, clean. 1984
bucks being killed annually The surrounding area abounds with all type of fur bearers
MTG Better Homes & Dodge Aries, clean
and small game
Gardens 753.4000.
For the past several years, this property has been operated as a combination water753.0228 anytime. FOR sale 3 bedroom 1986 OLDS Regency
fowl hunting facility and a row crop farm. The hunting club which was headquartered
home in country, about Brougham, 4 door,
here, has been very successful in taking many geese and duck annually The vow
12 miles east of Murray. white, blue vinyl top,
harvest has been approximately 500 per year for the last several years. It is preeent
Central gas herr and blue velour insides,
ly operating with 8 pits, which accommodates 40 people There are two water holes
air, good well Call fully loaded with 17,000
located in a strategic spot. Practically all of the farm Is tillable It is level and is
753 5990.
well drained
actua' miles, extra
FOR sale New house sharp. /59 1543 or 753
The rustic hunting lodge and game room has seating for fifty-five This most uni.
Merrywood
in
located
tastefully
vaulted
is
with
and
ceilings
throughout
cedar
western
que room has
0509.
Subdivision just off of 1987 CHEVROLET
decorated with many trophy mountings and prints. It has central heat and air, along
to
Benton
Bypass
atmosphere.
for
stove
woodburning
with a
Spectrum CL, I door,
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2 red, air, power brakes,
The kitchen is complete with a commercial dishwasher, 36" charbroller, commer
double
baths,
garage
automatic, 6000 miles
cIal gas range with griddle and oven, disposai, triple stainless steel sink, butcher
With electric opener, 15850 7535716
block table, and an Ice machine There Is an additional room used for storage, stock
in
built
large
bookcase,
and Inventory This could be used as a bunk room
'79 GRAND Prix,
wood deck, plus over 800 AM/FM stereo, elec
Immediately after the auction, there will be a free drawing for a Remington 11/17
area
storage
of
ft.
sq.
tric windows and locks,
Special Purpose Shotgun. It is a water fowler special that will handle SY." or 3"
Call 527 9192 for tilt, PS, PB $1800. Cad
shotgun shells. It has a 14" barrel with improved, modified and full choke.
appointment.
after SP M. 753 6907
This Is an opportunity to own one of the best goose hunting fields in the nation
LAKE access, 7 room, NEW information!
Seldom Is this type of property offered for sale, and almost never where you set the
aluminum siding with Jeeps, cars. 4x4s seized
price, at absolute auction,
outbuilding on 4 1/2 in drug raids Buy from
acres on Hwy
280
The 50 acre ffeld and the Hunting Lodge wW be sold
Call for facts
$100
$14,500 362 8609 after today (6021 842 1051 ext
separately. The decoys will be sold in four different lots,
5P.M
and then combinational will be offered
1323
SMALL 2 bedroom
2g2thi• property, me Ivan Renfrow at the Goose Lodge, at Oscar Phone
To inspe
house close to campus,
5021
gas furnace, new vinyl
SAI,Ir: On 30 acre!, 30% down of which at least 1116,119111 must b.. nor TERM
siding $20,000 For
if nod funds,
lance on delivery of deed within 30 days. or prsqualH'y with auc•
more information call
Hon company
later than Thursday. February tlith, 5:00 p.m. Hunting lodge SO%
753 5990.
down day of sale,
balance on delivery of deed within 30days. Goose Decoys twit,
nRCI percent interest
(FOrrrey ENNon)
day of sale.
Retirement or starter
home near Cypress
Springs. $22,800 10%
down, zero interest for 5
ears. Call before 6P.M.
kdays 753 1412.

*Four Star*
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Dan Taylor
Froddlo Poo

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. el "
Paris, TN

REAL ESTATE St AUCTION CO.
All Paris Road, Mayfield, KS' iaOti 142 12116
f'. W. Melton, Auctioneer

• 47

Motorcycles

XR )66fr Honda trail
bike, good condition. S600
492 8824

Nervy4 Osed
OAS Fsecutsves a
rrogram Vehicles
001.04i*1111.0
tiwy. 79 W. ••••• Path,

53

1966 DODGE 4x4, 3/4

CERTIFIED marble
manufactuer, Thornton
Marble. 753 5719.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work. CALL
502-492-8160.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or

ton, good shape.
8595 after 5P.M

492

1977 CHEVY 1/2 ton
pick up Must sell 4928548
1978 CHEVROLET
Scottsdale, extra nice,

short wheel

base,

automatic with air, low
mileage. 753 7718 after

4:30P.M.
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup Call 492 8566.

52. Boats -Motors
971 EBTIDE Bass boaf
14', 1971
50 HP
Evinrude motor, motor
guide foot feet trolling
motor, LCR 4,000 Low rence 60 locator 2
batteries, good condition
Price $2195. 241
7695.
1984 MASTERCRAFT19', 351 engine, power
slot, heater and
-eo,
tarp, red and u ge,
garage kept. 759, 1515.
NEVER fea4 Spring is
near. Be ready in a 1980
Checkmate ski boat,
plenty of power, ready
to go. Phone 753 8009,

328-8472.

53. Services Offered
A 1 ENTERPRISE offering sales and service
on natural & LP appliances. Also, fireplace
repair. *Chimney
cleaning *Masonry
•Damper *Bird screen

•Hoods. 436-5355.
APPIANCE repair

on
electric ranges; re
frigerators; freezers;
washer and dryers; etc.
"Where others fail we
repair" For parts and
service call George
Hodge and Son
753-4669.

53. Services Offered

Services Offered

50.Used Trucks

53

Services Offered

LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air condition
ing. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. For
mer county attorney,
former district judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753-3153;
Home, 753-7900.
MOBILE HOME
753-6763.
Specialist, Repair,
GENERAL repair,
leveling, underpinning,
plumbing, roofing, yard
roofs, floors, plumbing,

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SERVICE on all sewing

wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
QUALITY construction

Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 4362811.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely

FOR

work, tree work and
wood $25 a rick. 436- 2642
or 436-5895.
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
INBOARD and out
board repairs. Do ser
vice calls. Pontoon de
livery to and from lake.
Pontoon flooring and
repair. Summerizing.
436-2587.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap proved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
LEES CARPET
CLEANING. 'or all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753- 5827.
Satisfied references.
RAMBO'S all appliance
repair. Also, installa•
tion. 25 years ex
Oerience. 753-4663

repairs and alterations.
Free estimates Call G
& A 436 2617

Jim Day
Painting &
Paper Hanging

753-3716

machines and vacuum
cleaners. Best rates
around. Call 474-8015
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening 40 y rs
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 7 5 3 26 7 4 ,

guaranteed. Cali or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box

409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492 8899
or 753-1308.

Cu.tom 6ritchen

Cabinets
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 8 me our showroom
Ifiellind Bunrro Buss
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY

4f

STARTING PAY FOR DRIVERS 21 CENTS A MILE*
AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES

APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341
APPLIANCE
RVICE. Kenmore,
stinghouse,
.
Whirlpool. 27 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 436

PLUS

LOAD/UNLOAD, STOP-OFF, LAYOVER PAY, VACATION PAY
MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE. INTERESTED?
'FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL HAROLD OR JIM
1-800-626-3374 (INTERSTATE) 1-800-592-3961 (KENTUCKY)
753-1717 (LOCAL)

Hwy. 641S. Murray Ky

5848 (home).

•

Dial-A-Service

`Is

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
11

911

Murray Home & Auto

Ne'44

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571

INC
RAND
AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Sr.... nod CarOsor dewier
tor soles and servic• In Murray
end Calloway County.
003 Chestnut.

lip

=

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Tienne

753-5131

ii,en.nee al•''"e'"
'
'

753-8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control
753-7588
4.-

753-9841

-..-

off 641 N

(Behind old Boston CTeenatPerenpyrl
NI-F 8-5
•Simulatecl convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rads end tailgate guards

BACKHOE SERVICE A SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION

Calloway County Rescue Squad

Ditching - Sewer Repair
Septic Tank Repair

753-6952

'53-6156

Mane Stooley

-.,

Your Ad Could Be Here

8101111 SALES

CENTER

753.1916

Rent the t(syou need.

211 Main

753-8201

Hill Electric

Murray-Marie Windows - Siding-Fencing
ar S
mn
sols
4ouve
D
g utter
4 G
ent
s,,,1,,
rette
rnuts
hu
uo
sc
sp
„
Screens

24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential

Call

Us Today,
.ltitill 4/A1%5 g 15/tx

wt.
753-8407

121 By-Pairs

MICHELIN
WNW SO MUD!IS RIDING

753-9562

,4 1 I

.x
753-1489

..
--...
,4.4.,..,
-•

, k
leo

Nuarki• Up for Safely.

CARROLL
Tire & Whoa' Alignment, Inc.
•ComputarImmi 4 Wheel Alignment
•Conteuterlse.1 Wheel

1105 Pogu•

oakmeinip

Murray. Ky.

TRAILER

e 'a
Sold By JE • RV BURKHART
LIVSIBTOCK 1111 TRAILER SALES
Phone
Rt. 04, Box 218A

ON YOUR MIS

Murray, Ky 42071 1502) 753-1R4/
P

_

Spouse

Abuse

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

To place your id in the Dial-A-Sen ice

eah-75349161onde,-Friday I a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.11 p.m.
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Otolaryngologist: ear, nose, and throat specialist
Whether you've had an acrequires
that
cident
reconstructive facial surgery,
or suffer from ear infections,
sinus problems, snoring
disorders or prolonged throat
hoareness, you may need to
a
of
help
the
seek
otolaryngologist.
Murray is fortunate to
have a board certified
otolaryngologist/head and
neck surgeon on staff at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital — Dr. Phillip
Klapper.
An oplaryngologist is a
doctor of medicine who
specializes in the care of the
ear, nose, throat and related
areas through treatment and
surgery.
Otolaryngologists, like Dr.
Klepper. perform a wide
variety of surgical procedures
In the daily treatment of the
ear, nose, sinuses, pharynx,
larynx, oral cavity, neck,
thyroid, salivary glands,
and
tubes
bronchial
esophagus.
Virtually all ear, nose and
throat specialists routinely
handle cases such as
adenoidectomies, tonsillectomies, nose bleeds, speech
disorders, infected mastoids
and sinus disease.
'

hearing and diagnose causes
of hearing loss. There are two
types of hearing loss — nerve
deafness and conductive
hearing loss.
When the nerves in the inner ear are damaged by loud
noises or a head injury, there
is no treatment or surgery
which can correct the
problem.
Conductive hearing loss,
however, usually is treatable
and it occurs when sound
waves are unable to reach the
inner ear. Some obstructive
causes include, excessive ear
wax, ear infection, fluid
behind the eardrum and
heredkty diseases.
All of these can be cured
with early detection and treatment. Some of these conditions will get worse and cause
if
damage
permanent
untreated.
There are new surgical procedures being developed all
the time to treat hearing loss
— including nerve hearing
loss. "In five to ten years,"
Dr. Klapper said, "people
who need hearing aids won't
be going directly to a hearing
aid dealer because the latest
and the best will have to be
implanted or prescribed by a
physician. It won't be a hearing aid, it will be a hearing
Hearing Loss
prosthesis."
Since hearing aid dealers
Dr. Klapper has up-to-date
are not trained to diagnose or
audiologic equipment to test

treat ear disease, it is
medically wise to see an
otolaryngologist to diagnose
the problem before buying a
hearing device. In many
cases as with conductive
hearing loss, hearing can be
restored and no hearing aid is
necessary.
medical
a
Seeking
diagnosis before buying a
hearing device is also wise
because most insurance provides coverage for medical
treatment but Medicare and
most insurance does not cover
the cost of a hearing aid.
Therefore, you might avoid
an unnecessary expense.

Ear Problems
In Children
In most children, the vast
majority who have hearing
loss have conductive hearing

loss due to ear fluid or chronic
infection. When neglected,
children may suffer from permanent damage resulting in
complications like meningitis
and brain abscess.
Children really suffered
before antibiotics were
developed. Usually the eardrum would rupture, pus
would drain out, the body
would fight off the infection
and become immune to the
bacteria and recuperate.
A generation of people who
have fluid behind their ears
has been created with the advent of antibiotics. To
eliminate this fluid, plastic
eustachian tubes are surgically placed inside the ear to act
as an artificial eusta.chian
tube. The fluid must be drained so air can get to the middle
ear.
If a child has an ear infection 2 or 3 times in a year, or
one infection that doesn't
seem to clear up, there is a
potentially serious problem.

Reconstructive
Surgery and Cancers
extensive
With
their
knowledge of the head and
neck, many otolaryngologists
are also professional facial
plastic surgeons. Dr. Klapper
feels this is an important part
of his specialty in that
reconstructive surgery not on-

Prepared Childbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and
delivery. To register for the four weeg*, classes, call (502)
753-5131, extension 144 or 753-6821. ThN month, be sure and
bring your pillows the first night of class. The classes will
meet Thursday, March 3, 10, 17 and 24 from 7-9:30 in the
hospital's third floor Education Unit.
Cesarean Birth Class
This class prepares parents for Cesarean birth, whether
anticipated or unexpected. The class will meet Monday,
March 28 from 7-9 p.m. in the hospital's Third Floor
Education Unit. To register, call (502) 753-5131, extension
144 or 753-021.
Miracle Momenta Maternity Unit Tour
Even if you are not involved in the classes, you are still
invited to come to the hospital and tour the area where
your baby will be delivered. Nancy Orr, R.N., perinatal
education coordinator, will be your tour guide and will
answer any questions you have as you tour the labor,
delivery, nursery and maternity areas. To schedule a
tour, call Nancy Orr at (502) 753-5131, extension 144 or
753-6821.
Sibling Class
The one-session class introduces expectant brothers and
sisters to the idea of having a new baby brother or sister
at home. They will explore their feelings about a new
baby and see babies in the hospital's nursery. To register,
call (502) 753-5131, extension 144 or 753-6821.
Breastfeeding Class
This class is scheduled upon dernnd. Please call and request a class date and informatio Then, watch for the
calendar in the Murray Ledger and Times for the class
date. For information, call (502) 753-5131, extension 144.
Parenting Class
This two-session class is designed to help new parents
make the transition from pregnancy to parenthood. The
next class will be held Monday, February 8 and 15 from
7-9 p.m. in the hospital's third floor Education Unit. To
register, call (502) 753-5131, extension 144.
Post-Partum Exercise Class
Get back to your former shape with exercises specifically designed for the muscles involved in childbirth. To set
up an individual appointment, call the hospital's chief
physical therapist, Tressa Heltsley at (502) 753-5131, extension 144.
Refresher Class
A two-session brush -up class for parents who have attended previous prepared childbirth classes. The. class
reviews hospital routines and new birthing options. The
next class is scheduled for March 14 and 21.
Miracle Moments Ifewsletter
If you would like to receive a free copy of our newsletter
during your pregnancy, call (502) 753-5131. ext. 144. Each
issue has suggested reading, helpful tips, medical and
nutrition information formajtage of your pregnancy

•

Since 1978, Dr. Klapper has
been in private practice in
Murray. That same year, he
successfully completed his
Board Examinations in
Otolaryngology.

Community Service
Dr. Phillip Klapper
Otolaryngologist
Being board certified
means he not only completed
years of specialty training,
but also met high standards of
competence as judged by
other otolaryngologists. "A

Be a good neighbor and arrange for your group or
organization to join our group
blood donor program by calling the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Blood Bank
at (502) 753-5131, extension 183
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

Health Express

Miracle Moments
Von need to take classes offered in April or
June. If you have a June due date, plan to
take the April classes.

About the Surgeon,
Otolaryngologist

certified ear, nose, and throat
specialist is the same no matter where you go because of
the certification process," Dr.
Klapper stressed.
A Fellow of the American
College of Surgeons, Dr.}Capper also belongs to several
specialty societies.
Like other Murray physicians, Dr. Klapper keeps his
skills and knowledge up-todate by constantly being involved in continuing medical
education, by attending
and
meetings
medical
seminars, and by reading current medical journals.
If you feel you need the professional medical help of an
otolaryngologist, you do not
have to have a referral from
another physician. All patients are seen on an appointment basis.
the
all
Remember,
specialized ear, nose and
throat care you need is
available right here in
Murray.

ale dar

r
NO MAA CLASSES•

ly restores appearance, but it
also restores function when a
nose, jaw, ear, or the facial
region is reconstructed.
Cancer of the larynx,
esophagus, and facial skin are
also commonly diagnosed and
treated by Dr. Klapper.

Murray-Calloway
The
County Hospital's Health Express will be offering free
pressure checks,
blood
diabetes and anemia screenings at all of its stops during
the month of March. Colorectal cancer kits are
available for $4.
Tuesday, March 1
*Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Wednesday, March 2
*Hazel
Dees Bank
9-11 a.m.
*Crossland
Farley's Market
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 3
*Murray
Piggly Wiggly
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

Tuesday, March 8
*Murray
Ellis Center
9-11 a.m.
'Midway--..
Uncle Willie's
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 9
*Buchanan
Post Office
9-11 a.m.
•Puryear
City Hall
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Community Events
Children and Hospitals Week
March 20-26
First graders in the Murray and Calloway County School
Systems are invited to participate in a special program
developed by Murray-Calloway County Hospital to introduce children to the hospital in a non-threatening situation. We look forward to this event each year since the
children always seem to enjoy the many activities in
which they participate

Tuesday, March 22
*Dublin
Chapman's Grocery
9-11 a.m.
*West Viola
Fristo Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 10
*Dukedom
Jim's Garage
9-11 a.m.
*Cuba
Restaurant
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 15
*Dexter..
,/
Senior Citizen Center
9-11
*Brewers
Holmes Brothers Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

0

•

Wednesday, March 16
*Murray 94 E
Brown's Market
9-11 a.m.
*Murray 94 E
Duncan's Market
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 23
*Murray
Dixieland Shopping Center
- 1-3 p.m.
Thursday, March 24
*Benton
Lakeland Wesley Village
9-11 a.m.
*Murray 94 E
East Y Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
%Tuesday, March 29
*Dover
Uncle Joe's
9-11 a.m.
*Hamlin
Post Office
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 17
•Wingo
Downtown Square
9-11 a.m.
*Sedalia
Sedalia Restaurant
12:30-2:30 p.m. ss..,

Wednesday, March 30
*New Providence
Church of Christ
9-11 a.m.
*New Concord
1-3 p.m.
Thursday, March 31
*Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

Support Groups
Cancer Support Group
The cancer support group is for cancer patients, their
family and friends. It meets every Tuesday at 2:00 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital in the Board
Room to provide information, support, and resource
material. Contact: Nancy Rose, R.N., at (502) 753-5131,
extension 132 or Gale B. Cornelison, L.S.W.. at extension
148. The following programs will be presented during the
month of March.
March 1, Self Motivation and Esteem
March 8, Breast Self-Exam (film)
March 15, Ignorance is not Bliss
March 22, Chemotherapy
March 29, What's On Your Mind?
.41zheimer's Support Group
Those interested in Alzheimer's Disease will meet for an
educational program entitled "Stress Reducing Techniques" presented by Gale Cornelison, L.S.W.. on Tuesday.
March 8. The support group will meet Tuesday, March
22 for group discussion. Both meetings will be in the
Murray-Calloway County HoSpital Board Roonl from 4:30
p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Healthy Weighs
Being overweight is one of
our most pressing health concerns. There is an increased
risk of an overweight person
developing hypertension,
heart disease and diabetes.
Murray-Calloway
The
County Hospital offers a'
weight-management program called Healthy Weighs
to help you if you need to lose
weight that will result in better health.

Healthy Weighs
Thursday. April 7
6:30 p.m.
MCCH Board Room

Features of the program Include: registered dittitian
behavior
supervision,
modification techniques, body
composition analysis test
(BCA) which measures the
fat to lean ratio of the body,
individualized diet plans
normal
utilize
which
household foods, exercise and
diet coordination, and printed
materials.
Make plans now to attend
the Healthy Weighs Program
which starts Thursday, April
7 at 6:30 p.m. in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Board Room. For maximum
class participation, the class
size is limited to 20 people.
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National FFA week to be celebrated
by some 416,000 members, supporters
More than 416,000 FFA
members will promote FFA, high
school agriculture and the food
and fiber industry during National FFA Week, Feb. 20-27.
FFA members in 8,000 chapters
across the U.S., in the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands will organize
events and activities to create

awareness of and support for high
school agriculture and the FFA.
FFA activities and programs
will be promoted by FFA
members and through public service announcements on the local,
state and national levels. This
year's theme is "FFA —
Agriculture's New Spirit."

A
TELAO
F:Ach year the chapter recognizes adults who have made outstanding
contributions to the chapter. In 1987 the Chapter presented Honorary
Chapter Farmer Degree Awards to Dr. John Griffin, Murray State
Horticulture Dept., and to Mr. Jim Kelly, farmer and member of the
('alloway County Board of Education.

Introducing the new

MAGO0111
7111
1mm.

IIII NATIONAL FFA CONVENTIOt
MIKansas City, Missouri

High school agriculture classes
stress hands-on experience in
many diverse areas of
agriculture. FFA activities provide leadership development,
career training and award incentives for these young people.
Kelli Evans, national FFA
president from Hayes Center,
Neb., said FFA Week is the
chance for members and comrecognize
to
munities
achievements and activities
available through FFA and high
school agriculture.
"We're proud of this commitment to young people and
agriculture. As FFA members,
and students .in agriculture
classes, -we are receiving the
business, science and leadership
skills we need to prepare for the
diverse and challenging careers
in agriculture," Evans said.
Each year FFA Week is held
during the week of George
Washington's birthday grad'.
tional to recognize his leadership
and commitment to American
agriculture. The National FFA
Center is located on part of
Washington's original Mt. Vernon
estate near Alexandria, Va.
FFA is a national organization
of 416,000 students in 8,000 local
for
preparing
chapters
agricultural careers. F'FA activities and award programs complement instruction in high school
agriculture by giving students
practical experience in the appllcation of agricultural skills and
knowledge gained in classes.
Developing agricultural leadership, cooperation and citizenship
is FFA's major objective.

The Calloway County FFA Nursery/Landscaping Team won first place
honors in the State contest in Louisville and represented Kentucky in
the National contest in Kansas City, Mo. placing ninth in the nation.
The team received a National Gold Rating. Members of the team are:
Ginger Evans, Gina Williams, Rodney Jones and Marla Arnett.
Rodney received a National Gold rating as individual scorer in the
Natio* contest, Ginger and Maria received National silver ratings.

18117(

HIM(his Star Farmers: (left to right) Hampton Brooks, Jeff Puckett,
David Letterman, Benil Kelly.

,

Jr

et' -

And the first
all-new tractors
from Case IH
Case IH put more into the new MAGNUM tractor line
than any farm tractors developed in over twenty years
Here's why youll get more out oft
MAGNUM means more.Outstanding field performance from
a new 505 cubic inch turbocharged engine with reserve
power MAGNUM power
the MAGNUM tractor's powershill puts 18-speeds of shift
on-the-go wodtpower at your fingertips standard And
only MAGNUM tractors offer a tull powershrft creeper
transmission with six additional speeds from 5 to 21
for more control and performance MAGNUM
mph
performance
The MAGNUM tractor's new larger cab has 48 square feet
more
virtually unobstructed visibility
of window area
seating comfort MAGNUM comfort
!tall adds up The Case IH MAGNUM 7110 tractor sets new
and for you See
standards for the 130 hp(97 kW)class
us for details

MAGNUM means more.

McKoel Equipmeat
503

/)

Walnut St.

mak

mvaitm.%\\\\v

19

I
Wyk

sk

Everyday
Low Prices
8 ft. Galvanized

,
W

Billy
Jerry I
Adams
Arnett,
Brooks

Corrugated
Roofing
549
per sheet
through Feb. 28th

—-111111
‘r
aa

Tres Lumber
Dottcenter

KY
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray,
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week

Cis

b Carry

753-3062

.5soNsaaswiliPPlaalir

Scott Winchester is presently tierOng as reporter in the Calloway
County FFA. His parents are Bill
and Margie Winchester. He has
two brothers. Through the three'
years of FFA he has been involved in Tobacco Grading. The team
won first in the region. Scott has
also served as a member on the
Parliamentary Procedure team.
After graduation In 1989,4w plans
to attend Murray State University to study Agriculture. He feels
strongly about the future of
"Without
Agriculture.
Agriculture, this country would
be having to import all Its food."
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1987-88 FFA chapter membership listed
Billy Adams, Greg Futrell,
Jerry Lowery, Jeff Puckett, Lori
Adams,Shawn Alexander, Marla
Arnett, Denise Binder, Hampton
Brooks, Jerry Chadwick,

Darrin
Chapman, Dan
Childress, Jon Coleman, Ginger
Evans, Bruce Greer, Charles
Hoke, Brad Houston, Rodney
Jones, Stephanie Keel, David

Letterman,
Tracy Manning, Dwain McKinney, Charles Miles, Scott Owen,
Charles Palmer, Tracy Paschall,
Jason Phillips, Charlene Ray,

Brian Rudolph, Mark Watkins
Gina Williams, Scott Winchester, Josh Dick, Darby
Futrell, Jennifer Garland, Scott
Garland, Ginger Griffin. Billy
Harris, Brian Jackson, Marty
Johnson,
Benji Kelly, Lisa McCoy, Boyd
McPherson, Johnny Morris, Robbie Owen, Jerry Pendergrass,
David Potts, Jason Prescott.
Tracy Renfroe, Adam Riley,
Jason Spiceland, Jimmy
Stahler, Kevin Turner, James
Yearry, Scott Adams, Drew Armstrong, Jamey Armstrong, Mark
Balentine, James Beach, Brian
Black,
Chris Black, Tony Black, Todd
Brooks, William Brown, Mike
Buhler, Trent Campbell, Diana
Carter, Jody Canter, Mike
Carpenter, Tim Carpenter,
Jimmy Cole, Jane Ann Cook,
Denese Cunningham, Cliff Curd,
Mike Dixon, Chris Douglas, Kevin
Doyle, Kevin England, Randy
Evans, Ray Fennel,
Mark Flood, Marshall Gilliam,

Kevin Hill, Jeff Holland, Mike
Holland, Kevin Hopkins, Carl
Howes, John Hudson, Fred Jones,
Scott Jones,
Valerie Jones, Mike Kelso,
Brian Lee, Mark Lovell, Richie
Lovins, John Mason, Scott Mays,
Trevor McClure, Jerry Montgomery, John Morgan,
Korey Morton, Patrick Nichols,
Mike Palmer, Max Parrish. Jennifer Paschall, Shane Paschall,
Tracy Pendergrass, Brad Pritchett, Eric Ramsey, Ray Roberts,
Jamey Smith, Randy Swift,
Herbie Tabers, Tripp Tibbetts.
Mike Thorn, James Tidwell,
Donald Underhill, Missy Tucker,
Sonica Wadkins, Joey Waller,
Corey Wells, Billy Wilkerson,
Kathy Wilson, Paul Winchester,
Mike Winters, James Wood,
Johnny Yarbrough, Jason Young.
Jody Jones, Paul Parrish,
Gina Harris, Mark Torsak,
Patrick Robinson, Dawn Parker,
Washer, . Cone
Tammy
Stutesman, Bethany Thompson,
Tracy Henry, and Chris Paschall.
••••
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1987 Calloway County PTA Chapter

We Help You
Keep It Together

A TRIBUTE TO
THE FUTURE FARMERS
OF AMERICA!
6

Youngsters just reaching life's first dawn of maturity, here and throughout the entire length and
breadth of our beloved land, are dedicating
themselves to being guardians of the good earth.
In homespun words, they are going to be farmers.
Mother Nature will be their sponsor and mentor.
The lucky old sun and the gentle wind and the rain
and snow will conspire with them to prepare the
tender soil and germinate the tiny seeds into sturdy, fruitful plants and trees. Of all the things that
Man can do under the canopy of heaven, none is
more richly satisfying or productive than tilling the
soil and tending flocks and herds. How fortunate
these teen-agers are! How wise! We salute their
grand organization with genuine pride and say "God
bless you all, you shall inherit the earth.,"

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY

KY.

We Carry Almost Every Size NaN, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes
& Horse Shoe Nails.
We now carry stainless steel bolts S. nuts.

Largest Inventory In Our Area!

Murray Supply.
C
o.

201 E. Not

Member FDIC
)
-

5th & Main

N. 12th & Chestnut

S. 12th & Story

I

IMO

IS3-3361

es-
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Local chapter
selects monthly
student members

Chapter Meeting az Parliamentary Procedure Team are, front
row (I to r) Charlene Ray, Rodney Jones, Greg Futrell, Jerry Lowery,
Brian Rudolph, Hampton Brooks. Back row (Ito r)Billy Adams,Jeff
Puckett, Scott Winchester, Tracy Paschall, Darrin Chapman.
1987

BUY WM FILTERS
AND HELP YOUR FFA
EARN MONEY
Now through May
your local FFA chapter
earns money everytime you
buy a WIX heavy duty farm
filter So when you stock up
on WIX filters for the coming
season be sure to save the
WIX filter box top containing
the WIX part number Your
local FFA chapter will earn
20' for each WIX filter box
top they collect and redeem
through WIX.
Only WIX protects your equipment and helps FFA
members continue the proud tradition of farming Stop by
and stock up todayi

WIX FILTERS

1987 State Winning Tobacco Grading Teams: The Calloway County
FFA Air-Cured Tobacco grading team placed first in the State Contest. Calloway has won the State Tobacco Grading Contest eleven of
the past fourteen years. Pictured above are members of the 1 7 team
receiving first place recognition from Kentucky Commissioner of
Agriculture, Dave Boswell. Members of the team are (I to r) Tracy
Paschall, Brian Rudolph, Hampton Brooks, and Darrin Chapman.
Brian Rudolph was high individual scorer in the Contest.

Members Of The Month
Throughout the year the
chapter selects one member each
month that has made outstanding
contribution to the chapter. This
year the following members have
been selected as Members of the
Month:
July — Hampton Brooks
August — Chaiiene Ray
Sept. — Brian Rudolph
Oct. — Jason Prescott
Nov. — Rodney Jones
Dec. — Kathy Wilson
Jan. — Tripp Tibbetts

Members of the Ag H class participated in an electrical safety and
wiring exercise. Members were instructed on electrical safety and proper wiring techniques. Here members are demonstrating how a threeway switch operates.

111I FEW
II MIME -

Motor Parts & Bearings
1109 Chostnut Streot
753-0311

Merchants
Grain, Inc.
H,

ypr

Corn — Wheat
Soybeans
& Milo
Old Concord Rd
Murray

Bobby Meador
Manager
753-3404
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What in the World
Would We Do Without
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(L-r) Scott Miller, Julia Connor,
Shane Paschall are mixing the
media with water to obtain ideal
moisture level for seed
germination.

Kathy Wilson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Wilson of New Concord, was the Chapter winner in
the Soil Conservation Essay Contest. Kathy also won first place in
the Chapter American Institute of
Cooperatives Contest. She will
participate in the Regional AIC
Contest in March.

RTobi
he
Jason Prescott, was the Top
Cheese and Sausage Salesman in
October for selling $501.25. He
was also the Top Candy Salesman
in November for selling $284.57.
Jason was selected as the Octobei
FFA member of the month.

Farmers liave
Enough 'Problems.

Dan McNutt

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt Insurance

407 Staple

Southold. Court Sq.
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As a farmer, you have enough problems
without having to worry about insurance.
Let us help Give us a call. We'll sit down
with you and work out a sound insurance program that is designed specifically for your insurance needs.
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Charlene Ray, the daughter of
Dell and Barbara Ray of Route 7
Mayfield, is currently serving as
the 1987-88 President of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America.
Charlene has served as Chapter
Secretary, Chairman of a Chapter
Committee, Secretary of two
Chapter Committees, and
State
Secretary of one
Committee.
During her four years of
Agriculture and one year 9f Horticulture, Charlene has won many
awards. During her freshman
year, the won the chapter,
regional, and state Seed Identification and Seed Tag Judging
Contest. She was also a chapter
finalist in the Creed contest and
placed second in the Freshman
quiz contest. She also won the
"Star Greenhand Award." She
was awarded the Herff Jones
Agriculture I pin.
Her Sophomore year was just
as busy. She won the chapter and
state FFA Quiz contest. She rankSuperior in the regional Horse
Impromptu contest. Charlene won
the chapter weed iaentification
contest and placed second in the
chapter AIC contest by one point.
Charlene was the November
"member of the month" and was
the top salesman for that year.
She was also a member of the
superior rated Parliamentary
Procedure team.
Charlene's Junior year was
very active, also. Charlene again
won the chapter Quiz contest but
placed second in the state contest.
She won the chapter Burley
Tobacco Essay contest and the
region as well. Her Secretary's
book rated Superior Second in the
region. She was a member of the
soil judging team, which placed
superior second in the region. She
was also a member of the Meats
judging and identification team
that placed fourth in the state contest. She attended the state fair,
state convention and the Kentucky FFA Leadership Training
Center. Charlene was also elected
Chaplain of the State Camp Council. She was awarded the Balfour
Agriculture III pin. Charlene was
again a member of the superior
rated Parliamentary procedure
team.
During her high school career,
Charlene has attended the National FFA Convention. She has
won five notebook and recordbook
awards. Charlene was also
nominated for regional officer
Her other activities include the
Beta Club, PAWS (Pets Are
Wonderful Society), Upward
Bound, and the Future Business
Leaders of America. She is currently serving as the Calloway
County FBLA Historian. Charlene

has been the county Farm Bureau
Outstanding Youth winner and second place winner, and has
represented the county twice in
the district contest. She has also
been a National English Merit
Award Winner, a member of
Who's Who Among American
High School Students, and is a National Leadership and Service
Award Winner.
Charlene plans to major in
either Veterinary Medicine or
Wildlife Management with
classes on the field of Agriculture.
Charlene is undecided on the
university she plans to attend.

MEM
Mom

mom

Hampton Brooks is the seventeen
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hamp W. Brooks of Route 2 Murray. Hampton is now serving as
Treasurer of the FFA. During the
past four years of his membership
in the FFA, Hampton has participated in the chapter tractor
driving contest, soil judging contest, meatjudging contest, tobacffikgrading contest, and various
—May contests. He has attended
the National FFA Convention and
the Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center. He has served as
a delegate to the State Convention, also. He participated in the
state Cereal Grain Production
Contest after placing first in the
regional contest. Hampton has
also served on the tobacco
grading contest and the state
Meats judging contest. Hampton
has served as a committee chairman for two years and has served as chapter Sentinel. Hampton
Is a member of the University'
Church of Christ. After high
school, he plans to attend Murray
State University and major in
Agriculture.

We're very proudl
of our area FFA!
They're the future of this community...learning thru doing 'first
hand' and earning as they go!
The local FFA and our schools
have given our young people the
opportunity to do something important with their lives, as they
become self-assured and responsible adults.

The Hoke
Company,Inc.

The following members were Chapter winners in FFA Speaking Contest Events and participated in Regional Competition. David PottsCreed Speaking; Rodney Jones-Public Speaking; Ginger Griffin-Horse
Impromptu Speaking; Brian Rudolph-Beef Impromptu Speaking;
Diana Duncan-Sheep Impromptu Speaking; Stephanie Keel-Crop Impromptu Speaking; David Letterman-Dairy Impromptu Speaking; and
Charlene Ray-Extemporaneous Speaking.

belcher oil co.inc.

ka

Quality Petroleum
Products
-7.-- Miller St. Murray
--403--&--L
753-0212

AgtiTCL/LTLIRE'S

SUPPORT
HIGH SCHOOL
AGRICULTURE
w
yi I
Ii

of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
&Somber FDIC
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We
Support
You
--Alf-The Way.

Dee's Bank of Hazel
492-8136

Hizel, Ky.

Growers
Loose Leaf
'Floor

Memb

instrui
of tree
Missy Tucker, daughter of Mr. &
Mrs. Joe Tucker, was selected as
Calloway's FFA Chapter
Sweetheart. She is a senior at
Calloway County High School and
a member of the FFA Leadership
Committee.

Horticulture I students are working on identification of nursery plants
(l-r) Paul Parrish, James Tidwell, Tammy Long, Brad Pritchett, Robbie Owen, Jason Young and Carl Howes.

Murray, Ky.

0

The 1987 Proficiency Contest Winners are: (I-r) Darrin Clark-Dark
Fired Tobacco Production, Jett Puckett • Specialty Crop, Hampton
Brooks • Diversified Crop Production & Feed Grain Production, Jennifer Garland - Horse Proficiency, Brian Rudolph Fruit & Vegetable
Production, David Letterman - Dairy Production and Charlene Ray
- Home Improvement.

753-3678
759-1707

Owned and Operated by
Marty Harper and Rob McCallon
FFA is just the beginning...

Tripp Tibbetts, a freshman FFA
member, was first place in the
Chapter FFA Creed Contest in
December. Tripp will represent
the Chapter in the Regional Creed
Speaking Contest in March. Tripp
also was high individual scorer in
the Chapter Record Keeping Contest. Tripp is the son of Dr.& Mrs.
Walt Tibbetts.

Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association

Members of the Ag HI & IV class assisted the Calloway County Adult
Farmer Program in September by checking population counts and per
cent lodging on the County Corn Variety Test Plots.
FFA

46R1E7JLTZJI?E
MAEW

The most frequently asked question...What Does The Tobacco Growers
Association Do?
The program is intended to and does. keep tobocco leaf prices HIGHER than they would b• without it. The
program is intended to, and does, keep domestk tobacco supplies LOWER than they would be without it

We
Support
FFA!

Tobacco contributions to the economy of Kentucky
direct and indirect.

Wages $916,033,000
Jobs - 81,680
More than 90 of Kentucky's
120 counties grow tobacco.

1'F.1 . . . The Fut u r ot
,American Agriculture
SUPPORT HIGH SCHOOL AGRICULTURE

J.D. Eq. Center
Hwy. 641 S., Murray

/50
759-1617
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Members of the Agricultural Resource classes toured the John P.
hody Nursery at Gilbertsville, Kentucky in November. Students were
instructed on the proper seeding, handling, packaging, and marketing
of trees for the Kentucky Division of Forestry.

Members of the Ag III &
classes participated in a tractor driv •
mg/safety course in September. Members were instructed on safe tractor operation and maintenance. After a written safety test, members
were required to drive an obstacle course. Dwain McKinney was the
Chapter Winner. Dwain McKinney sill represent the Chapter in the
Regional FFA Tractor Driving Contest at Murray State Ag Club Field
Day in April. The tractor was courtesy of J.D. Equipment Center of
Murray.
IV
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BRIAN RUDOLPH
CHAPTER VICE PRESIDENT
Brian Rudolph is currently serving as vice-president of the
Calloway County FFA Chapter.
His parents are Dr. James
. Rudolph and Holly Rudolph. His
father is a teacher in the
Agriculture Department at Murray State University and in
charge of Equine center. During
Brian's freshman and sophomore
years, he participated in impromptu speaking at Murray
State University, Livestock Judging at Field Day and also at the
State Fair, tobacco grading, and
was chairman of the Cooperation
committee. His Junior year, he
served as Chapter Reporter.
Among his accomplishments was
making the tobacco grading
team, speaking contests at Murray State, attending the Leadership Training Center in Hardinsburg, and going to the National FFA Convention in Kansas
City. He attended the State Fair
In tobacco grading, and placed
first, being high individual, in aircured and placed third in darkfired. He also participated on the
meats judging team, which placed fourth at the State Fair.
"Through the FFA, I have
matured and developed skills in
speaking, and my Supervised Occupational Experience Program
has offered me many opportunities for self-development."
Brian plans to attend either Mur
ray State University or Mississip
pi State University this fall. After
graduating from college, he
would like to become an sue&neer or have a pharmaceutical
allinpany.

LORI ADAMS
IS SERVING AS
CHAPTER SECRETARY'
Lori Adams,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Jetton,is serving as the
1987-88 Secretary of the Calloway
County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America. During her
freshman year, she was the
chapter winner of the Creed contest and the freshman Quiz Contest. She has won the regional AIC
Contest and participated at the
State Convention. At the regional
level, Lori ranked Superior in the
Sheep Impromptu Speaking Contest. The senior is also involved in
DECA, and serves as Secretary
for the Foreign Language Club.
She plans to attend Murray State
University where she will major
and
Agribusiness
in
Communications.

JASON PHILLIPS
IS SERVING AS
CHAPTER SENTINEL
Jason Phillips is the sixteen year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Phillips of Route 6, Murray. Jason
is serving as the 198748 sentinel
of the Calloway County Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America.
In the past three years he has
been an active member. He has
been on the Burley Tobacco
Grading team for the past two
years. He has participated in
various speaking, grading, and
writing contests. This past summer, Jason attended the Kentucky FFA Leadership Training
Center in Hardinsburg. His future
plans for the FFA include seeking
election for chapter President.
Jason is a member of the Poplar
Springs Baptist Church. His plans
after graduation is to have a good
job.

FARM
CREDIT
SERVICES
+ Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, KY
Let the people at Farm Credit Services
help with your credit needs!
We Offer:

West Kentucky Trailer Sales
Serving the entire Purchase Area
•Service & Repair—Complete Parts Department
•Manufacturers of Truck Beds & Flat Beds

Mni

.4.m.
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t
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-%.
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•Custom Metal
Working and
Welding
•Sandblasting

7—

121 By-Pass. Murray

753-7246

Westside Veterinary
Service
Your Pet & Livestock Veterinarian
Calls Received 24 Hr. A Day
Dr. Robert M. Salley Dr. Noel Thomas
Johnny Robertson Rd. — 753-6749
•

FFA

We Salute You!

OMNI MOWS Of AMIOCA

( Our Future Depends
On Farming!

1. Competitive Interest Rates
2. Form Operating Expense Loons
3. Form Equipment Looms
4. Long And Short Term Form Real Estate Loons
5. Rural Home Loons(You Don't Have To Be In Formong To Quolity)
6. Crop-Hoil And Multi-Peril Insurance
Se S4foris You Deckle On Financing Give Us A ColP!

And Future Farmers of America

lad= Pirdiase PCA — Mayfield Federll Land Bank

Steve Smee-Manager

Phone 753-5602

Stan Orlsif and Bob Hargrove

is where it all begins

Hutson Grain
474-2295

(800)592-5409
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Calloway County FFA highlights reported
The Calloway County Chapter
of Future Farmers of America
has 139 members enrolled in
Vocational Agriculture and Horticulture. There are two teachers
of Agribusiness at CCHS. They
are Larry Gilbert and Stephanie
Wyatt. Officers of the 1987-1988
year are: Charlene Ray, president; Brian Rudolph, vicepresident;
Lori
Adams,
secretary; Hampton Brooks,

treasurer; Scott Winchester,
reporter; and Jason Phillips, sentinel. The Chapter Sweetheart is
Missy Tucker.
Committee Chairmen are:
Stephanie Keel, supervised ag occupations; Darby Futrell,
cooperation; Mark Watkins, community service, Jennifer
Garland, leadership; David
Potts, earnings and savings;
Tracy Paschall, conduct of

meetings; Johnny Morris,
scholarship, Benji Kelly, recreation; Ginger Griffin, public relations; and Jason Prescott, alumni relations.
The highlights of the year for
the Calloway County Chapter
are:
Regional FFA Contests: First
place in Chapter Scrapbook;
Hampton Books, first place in
Cereal Grain Production; David

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

Lawn & Garden
Open House At
Murray Home & Auto through Feb. 29, 1988

5HP Rear Tine Tiller
With counter-rotating tines
•Briggs G Stratton engine
•Power reverse
•12" tines/17" till path
•7-position depth stake
• Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine control
•2-year limited warranty

$58995

Letterman, first place in Dairy ton Brooks, and Charlene Ray
Prodaction; DazTin Chapman, placed fourth in the State Meats
first place in Oil Crop Production; Judging Contest.
David Potts placed tenth in the
Charlene Ray, first place in
Tobacco Essay; Jeff Puckett, se- state Seed Identification contest.
cond place in Specialty Crops; The Nursery/Landscape Team
Jennifer Garland, second place in placed ninth in the National conHorse Proficiency; David Pottzh—test at Kansas City, Wh
second place in Creed speaking. - Rodney Jones received a Gold
Murray State AG Club Field medal rating. Ginger Evans and
Day: Charles Palmer, Ginger Marla Arnett both received silver
Griffin, Greg Workman, and ratings. The Calloway County
Jason Lambert placed first in Chapter was named a State Gold
Horse Judging. Charles Palmer Emblem Chapter at the Kentucky
was the high individual scorer. State FFA Convention in June.
The chapter officers parJason Phillips, Danny Williams,
Tim Armstrong, Scott Winchester ticipated in a week of Leadership
placed first in Burley Tobacco Training at Ky. FFA Leadership
Grading. Gina Williams, Tracy Training Center in Hardinsburg,
Fox, Angela Boyle and Dina Dun- Ky. in June. The Chapter
can placed first in Nursery Iden- represented Kentucky at the Midtification. Gina Williams was the South Fair in Memphis by
high individual scorer. Rodney displaying Kentucky's crop
Jones, Marla Arnett, Shawn Alex- exhibit.
ander, and Ginger Evans was
More than 416,000 FFA
first place in Floriculture Judg- members will promote FFA. high
was
first
ing. Shawn Alexander
school agriculture and the food
place high individual scorer. and fiber industry during NaDavid Potts placed first in Seed tional FFA Week, Feb. 20-27. FFA
Identification. Scott Owen was members in more than 8,000
tile individual in Dairy Judging.
chapters across the U.S., inCaloway County was the first
cluding the District of Columbia,
place overall chapter winner.
Puerto Rico and the Virgin
State Fair Results: Brian Islands, will be organizing events
Rudolph, Darrin Chapman,Tracy and activities to create awareness
Paschall, and Hampton Brooks
of and support for high school
placed first in the State Air-Cured agriculture and FFA.
Tobacco Grading Contest. Brian
This year's theme for the week,
was high individual in the State.
Rodney Jones, Ginger Evans, "FFA-Agriculture's New Spirit,"
Marla Arnett and Gina Williams will be seen throughout cornplaced first In the State munities nationwide, not only
Nursery!Landscape Contest. through promotional efforts of
Rodney Jones was high individual local members, but also through
scorer in the State. Brian a national public service anRudolph, Tracy Paschall, Hamp- nouncement campaign.
•

FFA
DISCOUNT
Reg. 69995 $100
on any new car or truck

Reim maimed*

with this ad through March 3, 1988

Murray Home & Auto Dwain
Taylor
Hours: 7:30-6:00 Monday Through Friday,7:30-5 Sat.
753-2571 or 753-4110 Chevrolet
Chestnut St.

S. 12th
Murray
753-2617
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